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PREFACE

This book is intended to supply the double want of a

new edition of my Handbook of Phonetics and of a concise

introduction to jibonetics, with especial reference to English

and the four foreign languages most studied in this country

—French, German, Latin, and Greek.

The Handbook of Phonetics was published in 1877—at

a time when the study of phonetics was confined to a few

isolated specialists in different countries. Since then

phonetics has made no progress in this country
—

has, indeed,

rather gone back 1—but has greatly developed on the Con-

tinent, where an extensive phonetic literature has sprung

up in the last few years, especially in Germany—a literature

which becomes more and more indigestible every year.

Under these circumstances, aggravated by my own want

of access to speakers of foreign languages, I find it impos-

sible at present to comply with the demand for a new edition

of the Handbook. Even the compromise I now offer has

not been undertaken without hesitation. Knowing the

unsatisfactory results of
'

paper phonetics
'—

getting up

phonetics by reading the statements of others and attempt-

ing to harmonise their conflicting views—I have been

1 Witness its total exclusion from the Modern Language Tripos at

Cambridge.
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obliged to exercise great caution in dealing with the latest

phonetic literature.

It must not therefore be assumed that because I do not

adopt a new view, I therefore reject it— it merely means

that I have not had an opportunity of testing it by personal

hearing.

So also by the retention of the main features of Bell's

' Visible Speech
'

terminology and notation—with the few

modifications set forth in my Sound-Notation (Phil. Soc.

Trans. 1 880-1)—I by no means pledge myself to rigid con-

servatism. But I feel convinced that the path of progress

lies through the Visible Speech analysis, and that the first

duty of the very few who have a practical command of it is

to do what they can to spread the knowledge of it.

Leaving theory and controversy and the details of less

familiar languages to a future new edition of the Handbook,

I have tried to make the jsresent Primer as concise, definite,

and practical as possible, rigorously excluding all details

that are not directly useful to the beginner.

The only sound basis of theoretical phonetics is a practical

mastery of a limited number of sounds. Some beginners

start with an elaborate study of the physiology of the vocal

organs
—moving, perhaps, heaven and earth to get hold of

a real glottis, or going in for the anatomy of the muscles of

the tongue
—so that by the time they come to real phonetic

work they have no energy left.

Next to the power of forming sounds correctly and easily,

and recognising them by ear, the most important requisite

for the practical phonetician is facility in handling phonetic
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notation. Those who are inclined to grumble at the sup-

posed difficulty of the '

Organic
'

(revised Visible Speech)

notation here employed, may rest assured that such an

alphabet can be learnt ten times over in the time it takes to

get even a rudimentary knowledge of phonetics. The cor-

responding
' Narrow Romic '

notation has been added only

for the convenience of those who are debarred from the use

of the Organic symbols. I have, on the other hand, made

a more extensive use of the less accurate
' Broad Romic

'

notation, because this really supplies a want—which will

some day perhaps be better supplied by a rationally con-

structed system of shorthand.

To make the book more generally useful, I have given

some account of varieties of English and German pronuncia-

tion. The phonetic texts will afford opportunities of practical

training in pronunciation. I will not apologise for the errors

and imperfections of which I have no doubt thereby been

guilty, except by saying that they are inevitable.

"Want of space has obliged me to state my views of Latin

and Greek pronunciation in a purely dogmatic form. The

pronunciations given are those I habitually employ myself.

As I consider it quite hopeless to attempt to restore the in-

tonation of any dead language, I have simply put stress-

marks for the Latin and Greek tones. My greatest difficulty

has been with final m in Latin. As I feel convinced that

Seelman's '

implosive-plosive voiced dorsal reduced n with

simultaneous loose lip-closure,' could not possibly have existed

as an independent sound in Latin or any other language, I

have been obliged to return to my own theory (Phil. Soc.
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Proc. 1882-4, xy
ii)> although it is not supported by any

definite statements of the Roman phoneticians. But it gives

a workable pronunciation, in harmony with the development

of the language and the structure of its verse.

As regards the objects and utility of phonetics, I will quote

the beginning of the Preface to the Handbook :

' The import-

ance of phonetics as the indispensable foundation of all study

of language
—whether that study be purely theoretical, or

practical as well—is now generally admitted. Without a

knowledge of the laws of sound-change, scientific philology
—

whether comparative or historical—is impossible, and without

phonetics their study degenerates into a mere mechanical

enumeration of letter-changes. And now that philologists

are directing their attention more and more to the study of

living dialects and savage languages, many of which have to

be written down for the first time, the absolute necessity of

a thorough practical as well as a theoretical mastery of

phonetics becomes more and more evident . . . Again, if our

present wretched system of studying modern languages is

ever to be reformed, it must be on the basis of a preliminary

training in general phonetics, which would at the same time

lay the foundation of a thorough practical study of the pro-

nunciation and elocution of our own language
—

subjects

which are totally ignored in our present scheme of education.'

HENRY SWEET.
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INTRODUCTION.

1. Phonetics is the science of speech-sounds. From
a practical point of view it is the art of producing"

speech-sounds and recognizing them by ear.

2. It describes the actions and positions of the vocal

organs
—

throat, tongue, lips, etc.—by which speech-

sounds are produced, and classifies sounds according to

their organic formation. This is the organic side of

phonetics. The acoustic study of speech-sounds classi-

fies them according to their likeness to the ear, and

explains how the acoustic effect of each sound is the

necessary result of its organic formation.

3. We see then that the word 'sound' has two mean-

ings. When we talk of the sound s we mean (i) the shape

of the throat and the position of the tongue by which it

is produced, and (2) the hiss which is the result of sending

the breath through the passage thus formed.

4. It is indispensable for the practical phonetician to

cultivate both the organic and the acoustic sense : he

must learn both to recognize each sound by ear, and to

B
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recognize the corresponding" organic position by the

muscular sensations which accompany it.

5. We carry out these processes every day of our lives

in ordinary conversation. All therefore that the pho-
netician has to do in the case of familiar sounds is to

develope this unconscious organic and acoustic sense

into a conscious and analytic sense. In acquiring
unfamiliar sounds he has, on the other hand, to begin
at the beginning. Before attempting to imitate the

mechanism of a foreign sound, he must familiarize

himself with its acoustic effect by careful and patient

listening, so that the acoustic impression may correct

and control his attempts to hit on the exact position for

producing the sound. It is evident that the more exact

his practical knowledge of the organic positions is, the

more easy it will be for him both to find out the right

position, and to fix it when once found. Again, the

more familiar a sound is, the easier it is to gain insight

into its mechanism. Hence the more careful our study
of the familiar sounds of our own language, the easier

it will be for us to acquire unfamiliar ones.

Emancipation from Spelling.

6. The first stej) is, to emancipate ourselves from the

influence of our traditional spelling. Every one realizes

that rite, write, rigid, wright all express exactly the same

sound, and that ow in low-window and to make a bow

expresses two distinct sounds
;
but many have a difficulty

in realizing that father and farther, savour and save her
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have exactly the same sound in educated Southern

English speech.

Differences of Pronunciation.

7. Learn not only to recognize and tolerate differ-

ences of pronunciation, but to expect them. Remember
that pronunciation is incessantly changing, and that

differences of pronunciation between the older and the

younger generation are not only possible, but inevit-

able.

8. Remember that language exists only in the in-

dividual, and that such a phrase as ' standard English

pronunciation
'

expresses only an abstraction. Reflect

that it is absurd to set up a standard of how English

people ought to speak, before we know how they actually

do speak
—a knowledge which is still in its infancy,

and can only be gained by careful observation of the

speech of individuals, the only absolutely reliable ob-

servations being those made by a trained individual on

himself.

9. Avoid, therefore, all dogmatism and hasty gene-

ralisations : be cautious in asserting that '

everybody

speaks in such a way,' or that ' no educated man pro-

nounces so.' Do not appeal to the authority of an

imaginary'
'

correct
'

or
'

careful
'

speaker.

10. Confine yourself to plain statements of facts.

If people tell you that spelling reform is
' a pestilent

heresy,' or that your London, Edinburgh or Dublin

pronunciation is 'abominable,' do not argue with them.

b 2
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Isolation.

11. Learn to pronounce every sound apart from its

context. If you want to find out your natural pro-

nunciation of any sound, utter it in some familiar sen-

tence, several times over
;
then try to pronounce it

separately without altering* it in the slightest degree.

Then test your command of it by pronouncing
1 it in

unfamiliar combinations, transposing" for instance king

into ngik. So also pronounce hear in hear them exactly

as in hear it—that is, with a consonantal r instead of a

mere voice-murmur. If it is a vowel, learn to lengthen
or shorten, and to emphasize it without modifying it

in any way. Thus, learn to lengthen the vowel in bit

without making bit into beat. Again, lengthen both

vowels in pity, and observe the difference between them.

Isolate and lengthen the first elements of the diph-

thongs in high and how, and observe the difference (if

any) between them.

Analysis.

12. The next stage is, to learn to analyze the forma-

tion of these familiar sounds. This analysis must be

practical. Theoretical knowledge is not enough. It is,

for instance, no use being able to explain the difference

between a breath consonant such as f and the corre-

sponding voice consonant v, unless we are able to feel

the difference. Again, it is not enough to hear the

difference : we must have a sense of the difference of

articulation. Let the beginner learn to isolate and

lengthen such a breath consonant as fin Ife—fff, and
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the corresponding- voice consonant v in liver—vvv. He
will soon find that while f is articulated in one place

only
—being the result of the friction of the outgoing air

between the lower lip and upper teeth—v is articulated

in two places
—between lip and teeth, and in the throat.

If he presses his first two fingers on the larynx or 'Adam's

apple,' he will feel the vibration which produces the

effect of voice in v, but not in f. If in pronouncing v

he removes the lip from the teeth, he will hear the un-

modified voice-murmur. If he does the same withy, he

will hear the unmodified breath in the form of a scarcely

audible sigh. He can then reverse these processes. If he

breathes in the ordinary way, and brings the lower lip

and the upper teeth together, he will produce an/; if

he makes a voice-murmur, as in err, and brings lip and

teeth together, he will produce a v. Let him do the

same with other familiar pairs, such as s and z, hard and

soft th in thin and then, till he feels the distinction, and

has it thoroughly under command.

13. The great test of this command is the power of

forming unfamiliar voiced sounds from familiar breath

sounds, and vice-versa. Repeat v, f several times in

succession, and then try to carry out a similar change

with I
;
the result will be a sound which is essentially

the Welsh 11 in Llangollen. Carry out the same process

with r, n, m, and ng inking.

14. Havino- thus mastered the fundamental distinction

of breath and voice, the beginner must learn to feel the

movements of the tongue and lips. If he passes from

ee in see to ah, or aw in saiv, he will feel that the tongue is
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moved backwards and downwards
;

if he reverses the

process, he will find that the movement is upwards and

forwards. Pronouncing" ee by itself, he will then find that

in its formation the fore part of the tongue is brought

very close to the fore part of the palate
—

or, in phonetic

terminology, that ee is a 'high-front' vowel. In the

same way he will find that aw is a ' low-back
'

vowel,

the root of the tongue being pressed down and brought
near the back of the mouth, ah being a '

mid-ha,ck
'

vowel. Again, in comparing aa with oo in too, he will

find that while in aa the mouth is open, in oo the lips

are brought together so as almost to close it—that oo is

in phonetic language a 'rounded' vowel—a 'high-back-
round' vowel. In time he will learn to measure more

accurately the degrees of raising, lowering, retracting

and advancing the tongue, and narrowing the lip-open-

ing by which the different sounds are formed. Thus he

will find that ee, and a in name and man are all three

front vowels, but that in the second vowel the tongue is

lowered from the '

high
'

^-position to the '

mid,' while

in the a of man it is further lowered to the ' low
'

position.

So also he will find that the lip-opening of o in no is

greater than in oo, while that of aiv is greater than in o,

the lip-opening being only slightly narrowed in aw.
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15. The foundation of speech is breath expelled by
the lungs and variously modified in the throat and

mouth.

16. Speech-sounds are generally formed with out-

breat/iing or expiration (>), rarely with in-breathing or

inspiration (<).
The sounds known as clicks (90) are

formed by the air in the mouth without either out-

or in-breathing-.

The Organs of Speech.

17. The breath passes from the lungs through the

windpipe into the larj^nx. Across the interior of the

larynx are stretched two elastic ligaments, the 'vocal

chords.' They are firmly inserted in the front of the

larynx at one end, while at the other they are fixed to

two movable cartilaginous bodies, the '

arytenoids,' so

that the space between them, the '

glottis,' can be nar-

rowed or closed at pleasure. The glottis is, as we see,

twofold, consisting of the chord-glottis, or glottis proper,

and the cartilage glottis. The two glottises can be

narrowed or closed independently. The chords can also

be lengthened or shortened, tightened or relaxed in

various degrees by means of the muscles they contain.
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18. Above the true glottis, and still forming- part of

the larynx, comes the '

upper
'

or
'

false
'

glottis, by
which the passage can be narrowed or partially closed.

On the top of the larynx is fixed a sort of valve, the
'

epiglottis,' which in swallowing and in the formation

of certain sounds is pressed down so as to cover the

opening of the larynx.

19. The cavity between the larynx and the mouth is

called the '

pharynx.' It can be expanded and con-

tracted in various ways.

20. The roof of the mouth consists of two parts, the

'

soft
' and the ' hard palate.' The boundary between

them may easily be found by pressing the forefinger on

the palate and sliding it back till the palate yields to

the pressure. The lower pendulous extremity of the

soft palate, the '

uvula,' can be pressed backwards or

forwards. It is pressed back so as to close the passage

into the nose in the formation of all non-nasal sounds,

such as ah, d. When the pressure is relaxed, the breath

flows through the nose, as in ordinary breathing and in

the formation of nasal sounds, such as u, or French a

in sang.

21. The other extremity of the palate is bounded by
the teeth, of which we must distinguish the '

edges
'

and the ' rim
'—the place where they join the gums.

The gums extend from the teeth-rim to the '

arch-rim,'

behind which comes the 'arch,' whose front wall is

formed bv the '

teeth-roots
'

or alveolars. The middle

part of the palate from the arch-rim to the beginning
of the soft palate is called

'

front.' The soft palate and
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the wall of the pharynx behind it constitute the ' back
'

of the mouth.

22. Of the tongue we distinguish the ' back
'

or root,

the middle or
'

front,' and the tip or
'

point,' together

with the ' rim
'

or edge of the tongue on both sides of

the tip, and the '

blade,' which includes the upper

surface of the tongue immediately behind the point.
' Lower blade

'

implies, of course, the lower instead of

the upper surface of the tongue. Front, blade, and

point are included under the common term '

fore.'

23. Besides the main positions indicated by these

names, an indefinite number of intermediate ones is

possible. The chief varieties are designated by the

terms
' inner

' and '

outer,' inner implying nearer the

back of the mouth, outer nearer the teeth. Thus the

' outer front
'

of the tongue is a place nearer the point

than simple front, and is therefore an approximation to

the blade position.

24. Sounds are also modified by the degree of sepa-

ration of the jaws, and by the movements of the lips

and cheeks.

Throat-Sounds.

Breath, Voice, Whisper.

25. When the glottis is wide open, no sound is pro-

duced by the outgoing breath, except that caused by

the friction of the air in the throat, mouth, etc. This

passive state of the glottis is called 'breath,' and is

symbolized by o, pictorial of the open glottis, whence

is formed the ' breath modifier
'

%. The most important
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active states of the glottis are those which produce
'

voice
' and '

whisper.'

26. Voice is produced by the action of the breath

on the vocal chords in two ways : (a) If the glottis is

entirely closed by the chords so that the air can only

pass through in a series of extremely rapid puffs, we

have that most sonorous form of voice known as the

'chest' voice or 'thick register' of the voice, (b) If the

chords are only brought close enough together to make

their edges vibrate, without complete closure of the glottis,

we get that thinner quality of voice known as the
' head

'

voice or
' thin register,' which in its thinnest

and shrillest form is called '

falsetto.' The symbol of

voice is I, pictorial of the glottal chink. The '

voice-

modifier' symbol is !.

27. If the glottis is narrowed without vibration,
' whis-

per' is produced, which is symbolized by o, as being-

intermediate between breath and voice. The '

whisper-

modifier' t is a curtailed 0. There are two degrees of

whisper, the ' weak ' and the ' medium.' (For
'

strong
'

whisper see § 31.) In the weak whisper there is slight

narrowing of the whole glottis ;
in the medium, which is

the* ordinary form, the chord glottis is entirely closed, so

that the breath passes only through the cartilage glottis.

28. The popular and the phonetic use of the term

whisper do not quite agree. Whisper in popular lan-

guage simply means speech without voice. Phonetically

speaking whisper implies not merely absence of voice,

but a definite contraction of the glottis. In whispering
as opposed to speaking aloud what happens is this :
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Breathed sounds, being- already without voice, remain

unchanged. Voiced sounds substitute whisper (in the

phonetic sense) for voice. If we pronounce
' vee

'

and
{
fee

'
first aloud, and then in a whisper, we shall find

that in ' vee
'

both consonant and vowel are altered,

while in '

fee
'

only the vowel is altered, the consonant

remaining breathed as in loud speech. It must, there-

fore, be understood in phonetic discussions that when-

ever we talk of a whispered sound, we mean one uttered

with a definite contraction of the glottis. Whether we
talk of a '

whispered/" or a '

whispered v
'

is indifferent :

both names signify the '

lip-teeth whisper
'

consonant,

the latter implying- however a substitution of whisper
for voice.

29. The acoustic distinction between breath and

whisper is not very marked, but if we compare breathed

and whispered /, we perceive clearly that the latter is,

like the voiced v, a composite sound, being formed partly

in the throat. Whispered sounds are also feebler than

breathed ones, the force of the outgoing air being
diminished by the glottis contraction.

Other Throat-Sounds.

30. Glottal Stop (x). When the glottis is suddenly

opened or closed on a passage of breath or voice, a per-

cussive effect is produced, analogous to that of k or any
other

'

stopped
'

consonant. The most familiar example
of this

'

glottal stop
'

is an ordinary cough. The student

should carefully practice the glottal stop in combina-

tion with vowels till he is able to produce x|)*
and Q*x as
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easily as (kaa) and (aak), taking- care not to let any

breath escape after the X in x]t, as is the case in coughing-.

He should then learn to shut and open the glottis

silently, and to know by the muscular sensation alone

whether it is open or shut. It is easy to test the closure

of the glottis by pressing the fore-finger on the throat

above the larynx and tapping on its nail : when the

glottis is open, this tapping produces a dull sound
;

when it is shut, the tapping makes a clear and hollow

sound, like the gurgling of water poured into a bottle,

and the pitch of this sound can be raised or lowered at

pleasure by retracting or advancing the tongue. X forms

an essential element of some languages, such as Danish,

where, for instance, hund slxi 'dog' is distinguished

from /tun ell
' she

'

solely by the ' stodtone
'

or X.

31. "Wheeze. If we strongly exaggerate an ordinary

whisper, we get that hoarse, wheezy sound known as

the 'stage whisper,' or 'strong whisper' (oa).
In the

formation of this sound there is not only the glottis

narrowing of the ordinary medium whisper, but there is

also contraction of the upper glottis, and the opening

may be further narrowed by depression of the epiglottis.

If there is 'trilling' or vibration of the upper part of

the glottis, we have the Arabic Hha OS, the voiced form

of which is the Arabic Ain e*.

Vowels.

32. A vowel may be defined as voice (voiced breath)

modified by some definite configuration of the super-

glottal passages, but without audible friction (which
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would make it into a consonant, § 64). The symbols of

the different vowels are all formed by modifying the

voice-symbol I.

Tongue Positions.

33. As each new position of the tongue produces

a new vowel, and as the positions are infinite, it follows

that the number of possible vowel-sounds is infinite.

It becomes necessary, therefore, to select certain definite

positions as fixed points whence to measure the inter-

mediate positions.

34. The movements of the tongue may be distinguished

generally as horizontal and vertical—backwards and for-

wards, upwards and downwards. The horizontal move-

ments produce two well-marked classes, (1) 'back'

(guttural) vowels, formed by the root, and (2) 'front'

(palatal) vowels, formed by the fore part of the tongue.

In the formation of back vowels, such as 3 in father,

j in fall, the back or root of the tongue is brought into

prominence partly by retraction of the whole body of the

tongue, partly by pressing down the fore part of the

tongue, the latter element of the articulation being

apparently the most essential. In the formation of

front vowels, such as I in it and \ in man, the tongue

is advanced so that its front comes into operation.

There is a third class of ' mixed
'

(gutturo-palatal) vowels

such as the j in err, where the whole tongue is allowed

to sink into its neutral flattened shape, in which neither

back nor front articulation predominates.

35. The vertical movements of the tongue, which are
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mainly effected by lowering and raising* the jaw, produce
various degrees of '

height,' or distance of the tongue
from the palate. Thus in I the front of the tongue is

raised as high and as close to the palate as possible

without causing audible friction, or buzz. In
[,

as in

me?i, it is somewhat lowered, and in
"[

it is lowered as

much as possible. From among the infinite degrees of

height three are selected: (i)
i

Mg%l as in I, (a) 'mid,'

as in
[, (3) 'low,' as in \. These distinctions apply

equally to back and mixed vowels, so we have altogether

nine cardinal vowel-positions :

1 high-back I high-mixed I high-front

J mid-back [ mid-mixed
•

[ mid-front

j low-back j low-mixed \ low-front.

It will be observed that we place the back vowels on

the left side of the table, because the direction of the

stream of breath by which sounds are formed is supposed

to move in the same direction as in our ordinary writing,

viz. from left to right, so that '

left
'

corresponds to
' back

'

in all phonetic diagrams and symbolization. Hence the
' vowel-modifier

'

is turned to the left in the symbols of

back vowels (]),
and to the right in those of front vowels

(I), mixed vowels combining the back and front modi-

fiers (j).

36. In passing from X to [
and x there is not only

lowering of the tongue, but the point of greatest nar-

rowing is also shifted back progressively, the size of the

resonance-chamber (60) in the front of the mouth being

thus increased in both directions.

37. Intermediate positions between the nine cardinal
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ones are marked by diacritics: *
'raiser,' t 'lowerer,'

^
'

retracter,' h 'advancer,' +« 'backward raiser,' h- 'for-

ward raiser,' ht
' backward lowerer,' i-r

' forward lowerer.'

Thus £t and [ both denote a vowel intermediate between

the i of it and the e of f«m, viz. the second vowel in pity

dXdIt. So also ]kt and \^ both denote a vowel inter-

mediate between the ] in hut and j in err, as in the

Irish and American pronunciation of but.

Rounding.

38. Rounding' (labialization) is a narrowing* of the

mouth-opening by approximation of the lips. It can,

of course^ be combined with all the tongue-positions
described above. It is symbolized by a line drawn

across the vowel stem—f = French it in lune. There

are three principal degrees of lip-narrowing, correspond-

ing to the height of the tongue, high vowels having
the narrowest, low the widest lip aperture. This is

easily seen by comparing the vowels of such a series as

the high-back-round 1 in good, the mid-back-round J in

no and the low-back-round j in not. It will be seen

that in 1 the lips are contracted to a narrow chink, while

in J the opening is wider and broader, and in j only the

corners of the mouth are contracted.

39. There are two kinds of rounding, inner and outer.

In outer rounding
—with which front vowels are rounded

—the lips are brought together vertically. If the lips

are separated by a finger and thumb upwards and down-

wards, it will be found impossible to form a front-round

vowel such as f—the result will be I—the French i.
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Back and mixed vowels, on the other hand, are rounded

by lateral compression of the corners of the mouth and,

apparently, of the cheeks as well. If a finger and

thumb are put in the corners of the mouth so as to bear

upon the cheeks about an inch inwards, and then ex-

panded sideways, it will be found impossible to pro-

nounce a back-round vowel such as }
—the result will be

a muffled form of the 3 in father. If, on the other hand,

the lips are spread upwards and downwards during- the

utterance of such a vowel as J, it will still retain much

of its distinctive rounded character. The distinction

between inner and outer rounding is taken for granted
in the ordinary vowel-symbols, as in f, 1. Where

necessary they are expressed by the modifiers ) for outer,

J> for inner rounding. Thus 3> is a muffled form of a in

father, distinct from } = fy-

40. The effect of rounding may be increased by pro-

jecting or '

pouting
'

the lips so as to form an additional

resonance-chamber beyond the teeth. This action is

generally avoided in English, but may be observed in

Scotch, and generally in continental pronunciation, as

in French and German. It is symbolized by adding

the '

protruder
'

(o),
thus Dl=a = Scotch book.

41. The influence of the lips may also be observed in

the unrounded vowels. In the formation ofthe high-front

vowel f in it, the sound is made clearer by spreading out

the corners of the lips. So also to a less degree with the

mid and low front vowels. But in a back vowel such

as the 3 va. father the lips tend to the neutral position of

rest, although these vowels may also be made clearer by
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lip-spreading-, which is symbolized by the addition of

the '

spreader
'

II,
as in III = French i. In English the

lips are less spread than in many other languages, such

as French and German.

42. Although there is a natural connection between

the height of the tongue and the degree of lip-narrowing*
•—for it would be a waste of sound to nairow the back

of the mouth and then allow the sound to diffuse itself

in the fore part of the mouth
;
or to widen the back part

of the voice-channel, and then muffle the sound by over-

narrowing of the mouth-passage
—there are many cases

of abnormal degrees of rounding in language. We must

distinguish between '

under-rounding
'

and ' over-round-

ing.' Under-rounding implies a less degree of rounding
than is normally associated with the vowel's height, as

when a high vowel is formed with the rounding of a

mid or low vowel
;

it is symbolized by adding the inner

rounder J> to the symbol of a back, the outer rounder ) to

the symbol of a front vowel. Thus 1-5 is a combination

of the tongue position of the 1 in good with the lip-

position of the J in no—a sound which seems to occur

in the dialects of the North of England. Over-round-

ing implies a greater degree of rounding than normally

belongs to the vowel's height ; it is symbolized by

adding the rounder to the symbol of the normal rounded

vowel. Thus
{), as in German ilber, is the mid-front

vowel with the rounding of the high front f
;

it is a

compromise between the French vowels
-[,

as in peu,

and f, as in lune. Degrees of abnormal rounding

may be discriminated by the addition of the raiser

c
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and lowerer (37); thus 1?-^ implying mid, and lo-r low

rounding.

Narrow and Wide.

43. These are important general modifications of all

vowels. The narrow vowels are symbolized by a ' dot-

definer
'

(I),
the wide by a ' hook-definer

'

(I). The
' narrow-modifier

'

j and the ' wide-modifier
'

J are formed

from A and v (70). The distinction depends mainly on

the shape of the tongue. In forming narrow vowels there

is a feeling of tenseness in that part of the tongue where

the sound is formed, the surface of the tongue being
made more convex than in its natural ' wide

'

shape, in

which it is relaxed and flattened. This convexity of

the tongue naturally narrows the passage
—whence the

name. The narrowing is the result not of raising the

whole body of the tongue (with the help of the jaws),

but of '

bunching up* that part of it with which the

sound is formed. Hence if we take a low-wide vowel,

such as the low front-wide \ in man, we can raise it

through the [ in men to the high position of the I in it

without its ever running into the mid-front-narrow [ in

French ete. So also X may be raised till it becomes a

consonantal buzz without ever passing into the high-
front-narrow 1 in French si—that is, as long as the

tongue retains the laxity and comparative flatness of

a wide vowel.

44. The distinction between narrow and wide is not

so clear in the back vowels, where the convexity of the

tongue seems to be accompanied by tension and con-

sequent advancing of the uvula.
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45. It is, of course, possible for a vowel to be exactly

half way between narrow and wide, which is symbol-
ized by adding- the wide modifier to the narrow vowel

symbol, thus b= half wide i, as in Norwegian ^S/fc.

Nasal Vowels.
•

46. In the formation of nasal vowels voiced breath

flows through the nose as well as the mouth (20). If

the nose passage is kept only slightly open, we get the
' nasal twang

'

of many American and some English

speakers, which modifies all the vowels impartially,

although, of course, it is more audible in the opener

vowels than in the close high ones. In languages which

distinguish between nasal and un-nasal vowels the nose-

opening of the former is necessarily more marked than

in a mere nasal twang. It is especially marked in

French, where the nasal vowels in such words as Sj*

sang, >\i vin are very sonorous. The nasality-modifier

is supposed to be pictorial of the pendent uvula.

Other Modifications of Vowels.

47. Vowels may be uttered simultaneously with several

of the consonants. Thus, if we put the tongue in the

/-position (69 a),
we shall find little difficulty in articu-

latino- almost anv vowel, although, of course, the back

vowels are the easiest. Most of these consonant-

modified vowels are of little practical importance. But

there are classes of point-modified vowels which deserve

notice. They are symbolized by the addition of the

'

point-modifier
'

v. The English point-consonant (1) in

c 2
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starry is in itself almost a vowel, and if we carry the

raised tongue-point position by which it is formed into

the preceding- vowel, we make
SO(]*(j)1\- into SdJkcdIt.

If the point is turned back or 'inverted' (71 c),
we get

JKc with a peculiar
'

snarling
'

effect, common to most of

the dialects of the south-west of England, and heard in

such words as hard, sir.

Breathed and Whispered Vowels.

48. If an open vowel such as 3 is uttered with gentle

breath instead of voice, we get a scarcely audible sigh,

in which however the characteristic effect of the vowel

is still audible. If we take a high vowel such as X in

bit, the friction of the breath is clearly audible, and still

more so in the narrow I. So also with 1 and 1, which

when devocalized, sound like a weak wh (72). In

French this devocalization of high vowels is frequent,

as in \isk ainsi. Voiceless vowels are indicated by the

addition of the breath-modifier s.

49. Whispered vowels, which are indicated by the

addition of the whisper-modifier t, are common in some

languages, such as Portuguese, where Oporto is pro-

nounced I'D'Jomo'Id. They may sometimes be heard in

unstressed syllables in English, as in D^afy], together.

Table of Vowels and General Remarks.

50. The thirty-six elementary vowels are given in the

annexed table, with key-words from English (E.), Scotch-

English (Sc), American-English (Amer.), French (Ft.),

German (G.), and other languages.
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51. In naming- the vowels '

height
'

comes first, and
*

rounding-
'

last—'

hig-h-back-narrow-round,' etc.

52. In the ' narrow Romic '

notation wide vowels are

expressed by italics, mixed by dots.

53. A practical mastery of the vowels can only be ac-

quired very gradually, and by beginning with those that

are already familiar (5). Foreign sounds are best learnt in

connection with a g-eneral mastery of the language in

which they occur. When the learner finds that intelli-

gibility depends on what seem to him almost inap-

preciable distinctions, he is forced to learn to recognise

and imitate them. A practical mastery of sounds

implies the power of uttering them accurately and

without hesitation or effort—above all, without any
facial contortions—till at last the correct pronunciation

becomes a matter of pure habit, and is preserved even

in the most rapid speech. Few learners can really

master half-a-dozen new vowels in less than six months,

so that it is quite worth while making a general study

of the grammar and vocabulary of the language in

which they occur.

54. Whispering the vowels is a great help in analysing

their formation. After a time the student will be

able to recognise each vowel solely by the muscular

sensations associated with its formation : he will be able

to say to himself,
' now my tongue is in the position for

I, now I have changed it into the T-position,' etc.,

while not uttering the slightest sound, confident that if

whispered or voiced breath is allowed to pass through
the mouth, the required sound will be produced.
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55. The tongue positions may be compared in various

ways. It is very instructive to run through a whole

series vertically or (what is more difficult) horizontally,

shifting the tongue with uniform speed from one extreme

to the other, thus : I, It, [, (V, j, -jv
and back again ;

I) V> I» IH
> J> JH an<i tack again. It is also important to

acquire the power of rounding and unrounding at will.

It is very easy to learn to round the front vowels on

the pattern of the already familiar back round vowels,

thus ]:$: :[:•£, the substitution of outer for inner round-

ing being made instinctively. In rounding the mixed

vowels, be careful to retain the inner rounding of the

back vowels : remember that ^ is nearer in sound to

•}•
than to

-{. Unrounding should be practised first on

the front-round vowels, then on familiar pairs of back

vowels, such as
3"

:

3- The lips should at first be spread

by the finger and thumb (39). The most difficult

vowels to unround are the high back 1 and 1.

56. The use of these different processes in acquiring
unfamiliar sounds is self-evident. They may be used to

check one another. Thus, if the student has learnt to

form j from ] by lowering the tongue, he can also

unround the J in not, and if both operations are correctly

performed, they will yield the same, or very nearly

the same sound.

57. We say
'

very nearly the same sound,' because it

is only occasionally that a key-word gives exactly the

sound indicated by an unmodified symbol such as j or j.

Not only are key-words ambiguous through the various

divergencies of pronunciation classed as provincialisms,
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vulgarisms, individual defects, and the inevitable change
from generation to generation, etc., but also because

every language tends to shift its sounds a little, often

in order to make them more distinct—to avoid confusion

with some other sound. Even in the same language

pairs of rounded and unrounded vowels are often formed

with slightly divergent tongue-positions, as we see

exaggerated in G. i and il (296). The student must

therefore learn to form the thirty-six vowels indepen-

dently of the associations of their pronunciation in

special languages. To him I* is that vowel which is the

result of bringing the convex front of the tongue as

near the palate as possible without producing conso-

nantal friction, and
[

is the result of a position exactly

half-way between !-- and
"[-r,

the latter being the result of

lowering the tongue as much as possible. In practice

such symbols as I and
[
stand for a group of infinitesi-

mally different sounds, to be differentiated, if necessary

and practicable, by diacritics—I-r, [h, [-it,
etc.

Acoustic Qualities of Vowels.

58. We have hitherto ignored the acoustic effects of

the vowels. This has been done designedly. The first

and indispensable qualification of the phonetician is a

thorough practical knowledge of the formation of the

vowels. Those who try to learn new sounds by ear

alone, without any systematic training in the use of

their vocal organs, generally succeed but partially.

59. The test of ' a good ear
'

is the power of dis-
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criminating' and recognising sounds. This is an indis-

pensable qualification for those who wish to write down

sounds from hearing-, and should be carefully cultivated

by all students of phonetics. In learning foreign sounds

the habit of patient listening should be cultivated before

everything. No attempt at imitation should be made

till the acoustic impression has been fixed. Otherwise

the student hears his own imperfect imitation as much

as the correct sounds. It is important to hear the same

sound pronounced by different voices. Hence the ad-

vantage of learning sounds in the country where the

language they occur in is spoken. In his daily practice

of portions of the vowel-table, the student should some-

times whisper the vowels, sometimes utter them in a

loud voice, and compare the sounds of those that are

most like, till he can distinguish them.

60. It will soon be observed that vowels whose forma-

tion is distinct are often very similar in sound. This

will be better understood if we consider that a vowel is,

acoustically speaking, voice modified by a resonance-

chamber, viz. the mouth. Every time we move the

tongue and lips we create a new resonance-chamber

which moulds the voice into a different vowel. Every

vowel can have its pitch raised or lowered by varying

the length of the vocal chords, as when a scale or a

chord is sung on one vowel. But each vowel has

besides an inherent pitch of its owr
n, due to the shape

and size of its resonance-chamber. Thus, if I, ],
and 1

are all sung to the same note, we hear how much deeper

1 is than 3, while 3 is much deeper than I. The best
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way of hearing the inherent pitches of the vowels is to

whisper them, for the pitch of whisper being invariable,

the differences caused by the resonance are clearly

heard. The connection between the shape and size of the

resonance-chamber and the pitch is self-evident. Thus

I owes its high pitch to its being formed by a narrow

channel in the front of the mouth, while the pitch of 3

is lowered by the greater size of its resonance-chamber,

and that of 1 by the narrowing of the lip-aperture, both

3 and 1 being formed in the back of the mouth, which,

of course, gives them a deeper and more hollow sound

independently of other influences. The wide forms of

the front and mixed vowels are lower in pitch than the

narrow ones, because of the greater width of the mouth

cavity in the case of the wide vowels
;
but in the case

of the back vowels the narrows have the lower pitch,

because they retract the tongue more.

61. The exact pitches of the vowels have not yet been

determined
;
we have not even got so far as to arrange

them in the order of their pitches. The following is

Mr. Bell's order of the pitches of some of the chief

vowels, beginning with the lowest, vowels having the

same pitch being bracketed together :

iiHuj]3{^f}xtCC^.

The pitches of the back vowels offer the greatest diffi-

culties, especially in the back-rounded vowels. Thus an

increase in the force of the whisper will raise the pitch
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of 1 from one to two tones, by throwing the sound

forward to the lips. But if we whisper the last six

front vowels, we can hear that they rise uniformly by a

semitone, making- a chromatic scale.

62. It is evident from the table that the same pitch

may be produced by different modifications of the same

resonance-chamber. Thus, if we start from I, we can

lower the pitch either by retraction of the tongue, giving

I, or by rounding, which gives f
,
and consequently I and

f have the same pitch, the retraction of one vowel being

equivalent to the rounding of the other, and they are so

like in sound that those who hear I for the first time

often take it for a round vowel. Hence also the tend-

ency to confuse English j in err with an open sound of

German 6 or French en.

63. It is also important to observe that such pairs as

f and
[,

1 and }, are as near in sound as f and I, 1 and 1,

the order of pitches being [, I, I and 1, 1, }. The ex-

planation is precisely analogous to that of the similarity

of I and f
, namely that the pitch of I is deepened by

increasing the distance between tongue and palate, and

so enlarging the resonance-chamber, and that this can

be effected either by flattening the surface of the tongue,

as in I, or by lowering the whole body of the tongue, as

in
[.

f and
[ are very similar in sound, and some foreign

phoneticians still ignore the difference, denoting X and [

etc., by the same sign. Raised [* has the same pitch

as f, from which it can hardly be distinguished when

short.
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We have then the following' pairs of vowels very like

in sound :

T and f 1 and f

1 and f I and $

I and ^ x and I

f and
[ [ and {

f and { -£
and ^

1 and } 3"
and J-

Consonants.

64. Consonants are the result of audible friction or

stopping of the breath in some part of the mouth or

throat. The main distinction between vowels and con-

sonants is that while in vowels the mouth-configuration

merely modifies the vocalized breath—which is therefore

an essential element of them—in consonants the narrow-

ing or stopping of the mouth passage is the foundation

of the sound, and the state of the glottis is something

secondary. Consonants can therefore be breathed as

well as voiced, the mouth-configuration alone being

enough to produce a distinction without the help of voice.

All consonants can be whispered.
65. The friction of an '

open
'

consonant dej)ends on

the width of the organic passage. Consonants whose
friction is distinctly audible both with breath and voice,

such as s and z, f and v, are called '

hisses
'

when
breathed or whispered,

' buzzes
' when voiced. Some

consonants are formed with so wide a passage as to be

almost vowels when voiced, and consequently almost
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inaudible when breathed. Such '

vowel-like
'

consonants

are I, the weak English r, and the nasals n, m, whose

want of friction is due to the unimpeded flow of the

breath through the nose. Breath '

stop
'

consonants, such

as t, have no sound whatever in themselves, and are only

rendered audible by the puff of breath or explosion that

accompanies them (124). Voice stops, such as d, are

practically vowels in themselves, and their consonantal

character is only shown at the beginning- or end of the

stop. / and the nasals betray their consonantal character

in the same way : when they are final, the consonantal

flap is distinctly audible, as in tell, ten. Breath in con-

sonants is left unsymbolized, voice being indicated by
the incorporation of the voice-stroke, thus D= t, ®= (l,

Co= voiceless, = voice /. Whisper is shown by the

whisper-modifier; as in COD= whispered I.

66. The distinction of narrow and wide applies to

consonants as well as vowels, though in consonants it is

less noticeable, and can generally be ignored. It is

symbolized by the addition of the modifiers J for narrow,

; for open consonants (43). If we consonantize 1 and 1

by narrowing the mouth-opening till a buzz is produced

we shall find that the resulting sx and S3v are still quite

distinct, the latter being the English w, the former the

French sound in oui. So also narrow s may be heard in

energetic hissing, wide sh in gentle hushing
—

SK, 2»».

Consonants seem to be generally wide in English,

narrow in French.

67. Consonants admit of a twofold division, (1) accord-

ing to form, (2) according to place.
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68. The foundation of the consonant-symbols is a

segment — C — of the open-throat symbol O. This

fundamental symbol is modified to express the different

forms of consonants—thus a = the '

stop
'

k—and is

turned in different directions to show the place of the

consonant—a = the ' back
'

k, o = the
'

point
'

t, etc.

Form.

69. By form there are five classes of consonants :

{a) Open consonants are those in which the passage
is simply narrowed without any contact. They are ex-

pressed by the unmodified consonant-symbol or some

modification of it, sometimes by the '

open-modifier
'

II :

C = ch in German and Scotch loch, > =f, S = s. The

restriction as to contact applies only to the actual fric-

tion channel, and even then there may be slight contact,

provided the current of breath is not impeded. Thus,

in forming c the uvula often touches the back of the

tongue, but without modifying the sound perceptibly,

and even in S the tongue often comes in contact with

the ridges of the gums without influencing the sound.

In such a consonant as >, on the other hand, the contact

of the lips and teeth has the effect of forcing the breath

to seek a channel elsewhere, namely through the inter-

stices of the teeth, which form the real friction-channel.

It is, however, also possible to form an f between the

lips and the teeth without any contact.

(i) Side (or divided) consonants are formed by stopping
the middle of the passage, leaving it open at the sides—
often only on one side, giving a '

unilateral
'

consonant.
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The commonest type of this class is the 'point-side-

voice
'

consonant 00 I. These consonants are expressed

by indenting- the consonant-symbol, sometimes by the

'side-modifier' H. The '

unilateral modifier' is u
.

(c) Stopped (or shut) consonants are formed by com-

plete closure, as in a k, a t. They are expressed by a

bar across the consonant-symbol, or by the addition of

the 'stop-modifier' 1.

(d) Nasal consonants are formed by complete closure

of the mouth-passage while the nose-passage is left open.
If we take any stop, such as xs d, and allow the air to

pass through the nose by lowering" the soft palate, we
obtain the corresponding nasal, in this case 1 n. The

symbols of the nasals are formed from those of the

corresponding stops by joining on the nasal modifier

to the bar, and omitting the consonant-segment.
When an unstopped (open or divided) consonant is

formed with the nose-passage open, it is said to be
'

nasalized,' which is denoted by the addition of the nasal

modifier i
;
thus coj is a nasalized I.

(e) Trills (or rolled consonants) are a special variety

of unstopped consonants—generally of open consonants.

They result from the vibration of the flexible parts of

the mouth, either against one another, as when the lips

are trilled, or against some firm surface, as when the

point of the tongue trills against the gums in forming
the strong Scotch r, and the uvula against the back of the

tongue in the Northumbrian burred r. Their common
character is due to the rapid periodic interruption of the

breath by the contact of the trilling body with that
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against which it is trilled, its elasticity
—

or, in the case

of the uvula, its weight—causing it to resume its former

non-contact, to be again driven or to fall back. Trills

are therefore intermediate between open and stopped

consonants. Trilling is indicated by the '

trill modifier
'

t, thus <s>{ = Scotch /.

70. All consonants may be pronounced with tenseness

(a) or looseness
(v), according to the degree of approxima-

tion of the organs. Thus loose 0)A is practically equiva-

lent to the vowel I or X. Even stops may be pronounced

loosely, so that, for instance, it may be difficult to

distinguish between 05 d and v d. Tenseness and

looseness are most nearly allied to the distinctions of

height in the vowels, and must not be confounded with

narrowness and wideness, which, in consonants as in

vowels, depend on the shape of the tongue.

Place.

71. By place there are five main classes :

(a) Back (guttural), formed by the root of the tongue
and the soft palate, expressed by turning the consonant-

curve (representing the root of the tongue) backwards

(3$), the symbols of nasal consonants following the

direction of the corresponding stop symbols. The
' back modifier

'

is <
— a curtailed c. Examples are

the back-stop a as in come, the back-nasal-voice J as

in king.

(ii)
Front (palatal), formed by the middle part of the

tongue and the hard palate, and symbolized by turning
the consonant-symbol so as to be pictorial of the arched
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tongue, as in the front-open-voice a> in you. The '

front

modifier
'

is \.

(c) Point, formed by the point of the tongue and the

gums or teeth. This class is commonly called '

dental,'

but the point of the tongue is not necessarily brought

against the teeth. Point consonants are symbolized by

turning the points of the consonant-segment upwards in

the same way as the point of the tongue is directed

upwards in such a consonant as the point-open-voice (1)

in red. The point-modifier is v.

The point-teeth consonant in think is symbolized by

sharpening* O into \J so as to be pictorial of the teeth -

edges.

There are two special modifications of point-consonants

that require notice, inversion and protrusion. In in-

version the point of the tongue is turned back—whence

the ' inversion-modifier
'

(c)
—towards the soft palate, so

that the narrowing, dividing, or stopping is formed

between the lower edge of the tongue-point (or blade)

and the arch, coc is the West-of-England inverted r.

In protrusion the point of the tongue is extended

to the lips
—whence the '

protrusion -modifier
'

(o)
—

as in blowing a small object from the tip of the

tongue :D3Q.

(d) Blade, formed by the blade of the tongue. The

representative blade consonant is s = s, whose symbol is

a combination of those of front-open and point-open
—

o and o, blade being a compromise between these two.

The blade-modifier is i. Blade-point is blade modified

by raising the point of the tongue. It is symbolized by
D
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reversing
1 the unmodified blade symbol, and its represen-

tative is the z in she.

(e) Lip (labial) consonants are symbolized by turning

the consonant-curve forwards, nasals following the direc-

tion of the corresponding- stops, as in d p, F m. The

'lip-modifier' or 'rounder' is ).

Lip-teeth consonants, such as f, are symbolized ana-

logously with the point-teeth consonants, by sharpening

the curve of o into >, which is the symbol of/".

72. Besides the simple positions, there are compound
consonants formed by narrowing- etc. the mouth-channel

in various places at once. The most important are the

front-modified and lip-modified consonants, formed re-

spectively by raising the front of the tongue and narrow-

ing- the lip-opening- simultaneously with some other

action. These effects are symbolized by the addition of

the proper modifiers. Thus co\ is a combination of co

and co (front-modified or palatalized I),
CD) is a rounded /.

O and o(—lip-modified back-open and back-modified

lip-open, the back action predominating in the former,

the lip action in the latter—are for convenience made

into G, as in German audi, and a, as in what. The lip-

back modifier is J>. Thus co? = I + w. There are

many other combinations, expressed either by modifiers

or by + between the symbols of the two elements, as in

f-rasxa+ocof/r exactly. a+o could also be expressed by

avi, where vi = '

point-stop modifier.'

73. We have hitherto considered only the main '

car-

dinal
'

consonant-positions. Such a symbol as a really

includes an infinite variety of positions, defined more
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accurately by the inner and outer modifiers. The deep
inner a-n is not an English sound. CH is the English
sound before back vowels, as in caw, outer O being the

English sound before front vowels, as in key. The con-

siderable difference between these varieties is clearly

brought out by transposing the elements of the two

words—d-ifd), OjK It will be found on trial that a has

a different position before each vowel, being less ad-

vanced before low front vowels, as in can Q\i, than before

high front vowels, and so on.

74. The distinction between inner, medium, and outer

is peculiarly important in the front consonants, where

the medium position is represented by English o in you.

Outer front comes near the blade position, but is dis-

tinguished from it by absence of point-articulation, the

point of the tongue being kept clear of the palate. It

is still more difficult to distinguish between blade and

the combination ov—outer front + point.

75. The medium point position is on the gums just

behind the teeth, where English t and d are formed, in

which, however, the tongue is generally flattened into

the blade-shape. In English and most other languages

point r tends to the inner position
—

CD-t. Hence the

blade-point z in she is naturally more retracted than the

unmodified blade-consonant S, but less so than (1). But

even (1) can be advanced almost to the teeth, although it

ultimately merges in u/. If the point is brought back to

the arch-rim it practically assumes the outer inverted

position
—(Dee. Outer point implies articulation against

the teeth, or with the point half on the teeth, half on

d 2
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the gums. When the tongue is put between the teeth,

the consonant is called ' interdental ', which may be indi-

cated by n-.

76. We have hitherto seemed to take for granted that

the tongue always articulates against the nearest part
of the palate, that, for instance, in en the inner front of

the tongue is brought against the inner front of the

palate. But it is possible to produce a compromise
between a and q in quite a different way, namely by

bringing the medium front of the tongue against the

outer back of the palate. The neatest way of expressing

this would be to denote the palate-positions by the

addition of diacritical consonants
;
and it is probable

that as our analysis becomes more minute, some such

device will be adopted. Meanwhile we will content our-

selves with expressing the palate-positions by ordinary

consonant-symbols in parentheses. Thus the combina-

tion we have just been considering can be written

Qhk+(Ok) or more briefly q(o).

Non-oral Consonants.

77. The throat-consonants—the glottal stop, and the

various wheezes—have been described above (30, 31).

78. There is also a uvula-stop i\, but it occurs only in

such combinations as dn in hidden. Here the mouth-

stop is maintained from the beginning of the d to the

end of the n, the sole change from the d to the n being
the opening of the nose-passage required to form a nasal

consonant. As this action is necessarily implied by

writing ©7 together, it is superfluous to indicate it
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further. If we devocalize the n of such a word as eaten,

making" it into fool with a strongly snorted 1, we can

hear and feel the uvula-explosion distinctly. The action

Dl is a not uncommon and very disagreeable form of

sniffing-.

Table of Consonants and General Remarks.

79. The chief consonants are shown in the annexed

table, with keywords.
80. In naming" the consonants place comes first, then

form, and breath etc. last. In the stops and hisses

' breath
'

may be omitted. Thus a k back-stop, > v lip-

teeth-open-voice, (D* r point-trill-voice.

81. The consonants are generally easier to recognise

by ear than the vowels, the chief acoustic difficulties

lying in the various transitions between them and the

adjacent sounds, which will be treated of under Syn-
thesis.

82. But their articulation often offers great difficulties,

especially in the case of the trills, which require long

practice.

Acoustic Qualities of Consonants.

83. The following table shows the order of the pitches

of the chief open consonants, beginning with the

lowest :

DGC0>OU2SO.
84. Observe the close analogy with the vowel-pitches,

the lowest-pitched consonant o being a lip-narrowed

unvoiced form of the lowest-pitched vowel 1, and o cor-
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responding- to f. Within each consonant there are lesser

gradations of pitch from inner to outer, thus oh, O-h-, Oh
;

which, again, agrees with the relations of consonants to

vowels, oh being the exact consonantal equivalent of I

(86).

Relations of Consonants to Vowels.

85. The various positions of the open voiced conso-

nants must necessarily yield more or less distinct vowel-

sounds when expanded enough to remove audible friction.

The relations between the consonant and vowel positions

are very important, and should be carefully studied.

Thus, starting from buzzed medium e^ the student

should carefully increase the distance between the back

of the tongue and the soft palate till he obtains a pure

vowel-sound—which will be ] or
].

The following are

the more important of these relations :

£h e €> Oh O Oh Gh C Gk3 0)h O) 0)h

I ] 1 I [
X J } 1 i{£

86. In comparing oh, O, oh with
\, [.

f etc., we see

that the retraction of the tongue-narrowing from Oh to

on corresponds exactly to a similar progression in the

vowels (36). It would, indeed, be possible to substitute

some such symbolization as In I In for I
[ \ ;

but this

would be practically inconvenient, and would ignore the

distinctive peculiarity of vowels as opposed to consonants,

namely their power of indefinitely expanding the voice-

channel from which results the distinctions of height.

87. The point-consonant 0) may be weakened into a
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vowel, the result being practically a low-mixed point-

modified vowel—j\.

88. u/, S, and s may be weakened in the same way,

with similar results.

Sounds Formed without Expiration.

89. All the sounds hitherto described imply out-breath-

ing- or expiration (>).
It is also possible to form sounds

with in-breathing or inspiration (<).
It is a common

habit of speech to pronounce such words as no in this

way, to express emj)hatic denial. 0<v is the natural

symbol of drinking, and 0<A is an ejaculation of pain.

90. Some sounds are produced without either out- or

in-breathing, but solely with the air in the throat or

mouth. The '

implosives
'

(130) are formed in the former,

the suction-stops or ' clicks
'

in the latter way. In the

clicks the tongue or lips are placed in the position for a

stop, and the air is sucked out from between the stop-

forming organs ; they are thus pressed strongly together

by the air in the mouth, so that their separation produces

a sharp smacking sound. This action is regarded as a

kind of stopped inspiration and is accordingly expressed

by adding a stop to the in-breather. Thus Q< is an

ordinary kiss, U< is the expression of impatience written

tut ! In many savage languages these clicks are essen-

tial elements of speech.
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SYNTHESIS.

91. We have hitherto considered sounds from a purely

analytical point of view, that is, each sound has been

considered by itself, as if it were a fixed, isolated element.

But in language sounds are combined together to form

sentences, and many sounds occur only in certain fixed

combinations. Hence the necessity of synthesis as well

as analysis. Analysis regards each sound as a fixed,

stationary point, synthesis as a momentary point in a

stream of incessant change. Synthesis looks mainly at

the beginning and end of each sound, as the point where

it is linked on to other sounds ;
while analysis concerns

itself only with the middle of the fully developed sound.

Synthesis is thus the science of sound-joints or
'

glides.'

There is also a more general kind of synthesis which

deals with the relations of sounds to one another in

sound-groups
—their difference in length, loudness, pitch,

etc. Synthesis, lastly, deals with the organic and

acoustic grouping of sounds into syllables, etc., and the

divisions between these groups.

92. The popular fourfold division of the elements of

speech into letters (that is, sounds), syllables, words, and

sentences, is not purely phonetic, but also partly graphic

and logical. The first and most important point to see
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is that our ordinary word-division is a logical and not a

phonetic analysis. No amount of study of the sounds

only of a sentence will enable us to recognize the indi-

vidual words of which it consists. We may write down

every sound, every shade of synthesis, but we shall never

be able to analyse the sentence into separate words till

we know its meaning, and even then we shall find that

word-division postulates much thought and comparison

of sentences one with another.

93. The only division actually made in language is

that into '

breath-groups.' We are unable to utter more

than a certain number of sounds in succession without

renewing the stock of air in the lungs. These breath-

groups correspond partially to the logical division

into sentences : every sentence is necessarily a breath-

group, but every breath-group need not be a complete

sentence.

94. Within each breath-group there is no pause

whatever, notwithstanding the popular idea that we

make a pause between every word. Thus, in such a

sentence as put on your hat we hear clearly the
'

recoil
'

or final breath-glide which follows the final t of hat, but

the t ofput runs on to the following vowel without any

recoil, exactly as in the single word putting. In put

bach there is no glide at all after the t (143).

95. The only phonetic divisions in a breath-group are

those into sounds and syllables and intervening glides.

96. The most important general factors of synthesis

are quantity and stress, which both modify glides and

constitute relations between adjoining sounds.
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Quantity.

97. We may distinguish five degrees of quantity or

length :

very long ]
long J»

half long or medium 3*

short 3 T

very short ]tr

but for practical purposes the threefold distinction of

long, half long and short is generally enoug-h. Often,

indeed, it is not advisable to do more than denote the

distinction of long and short, assigning  to long, and

leaving short unmarked.

98. Full length may be heard in English stressed

vowels when final, as in sea, and before voiced consonants,

as in seize, half-length in stressed vowels before breath

consonants, as in cease. Short final stressed vowels, as

in French si, are difficult to English speakers.

99. The distinctions of quantity apply to consonants

as well as vowels. In English consonants are long after

a stressed short vowel, as in hill, short after a stressed

long vowel, as in heel. But in such cases the length is

often distributed equally over vowel and consonant.

It may also be observed that length in the case of a

breath stop like t means length of pause or cessation of

sound. Short consonants after short stressed vowels

offer great difficulties to English speakers ; they may be

heard in German words such as mann.

100. We can also distinguish degrees of rapidity of

speech in different breath-groups or longer periods.
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Such differences of 'tempo' may be indicated by pre-

fixing" the quantity - marks + the symbol of breath :

O* :o]f ']o
= come up uttered slowly.

Force (Stress).

101. Force, like quantity, belongs essentially to

synthesis, for it is always relative, always implying

comparison either of two different groups of sounds or

of two different portions of the same group. Physically

it is synonymous with the effort by which the breath is

expelled from the lungs. Every impulse of force is

therefore attended by a distinct muscular sensation.

Acoustically it produces the effect known as '

loudness,'

which is dependent on the size of the vibration waves

which produce the sensation of sound. When we say,

therefore, that one sound, or group of sounds, is uttered

with more force than another, as in the first syllable of

heavy compared with the second, we mean that in its

utterance the air is expelled from the lungs with a

greater muscular effort, and that in consequence the

resulting sound-waves are larger, which produces an

effect of greater loudness on the ear.

102. Force in its synthetic sense must be carefully

distinguished from those gradations in the friction of

unstopped consonants which are due to the varying
width of the configurative passage (7°)> although, of

course, all articulation postulates a certain amount of

force to be audible at all.

103. We have now to consider the changes of force

in a single breath-impulse, as in pronouncing any long
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vowel, such as ]• Here we have three degrees of force,

level 3*
=

increasing (crescendo) ]k

diminishing (diminuendo) 3*>-

104. In examining the force of any sound-group it is

a great help to whisper it, which gets rid of any dis-

turbing changes of pitch.

105. The general tendency of language is to pro-

nounce with diminishing force. Thus in English the c

of cat is pronounced with more force than the t. Hence

also the end of a long is weaker than that of a short

vowel, the force diminishing continuously throughout

the long vowel. Thus the t of cart is weaker than that

of cat. In German the diminution of force is still more

rapid than in English. In French, on the other hand,

the force is nearly equal, the final t of toute Di-lo, for

instance, being pronounced with as much, or nearly as

much force as the initial one. Increasing force may be

heard in interjections, such as ]< denoting joyful sur-

prise. Here it is accompanied with a marked rise in

pitch, but if it is whispered, the < is unmistakeable.

106. The influence of force on the synthesis of speech

is very important, for the sense of unity and separation

depends mainly on it. Continuity of force gives a sense

of unity, as in ]<, ]>, ]<>, discontinuity, as in 3*«, ]*»,

that of separation, the 3* being broken up into two

syllables, even when there is not the slightest pause.

107. The comparative force with which the syllables

that make up a longer group are uttered is called
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'

stress.' In speaking* of the stress of words in a sentence

as opposed to that of syllables in a word the term
'

emphasis
'

is commonly used, but this distinction is

not admitted in phonetics, which ignores word-division

(92), and divides sentences straight off into syllables.

108. There are three main degrees of stress : strong (•),

half-strong or 'medium' (:),
and weak

(
v

). Very strong

or ' extra strong' maybe marked
(;). (•)

is assumed to

be an abbreviation of
(
A

),
which is a modification of A

(70). Weak stress is generally left unmarked.
(

v

)

may then be utilized to indicate a weak stress slightly

stronger than another weak one. In connected texts

where it is necessary to mark unstressed words, weak

stress is denoted by (-).
All stress-marks are put be-

fore the element on which the stress begins, so as to leave

room for quantity-marks and other diacritics after it.

Another advantage of this method is, that it marks the

divisions into syllables (156). All three degrees of stress

are shown in such a word as contradict lajlDCD^QjfaD.

The sentence come at once ! has exactly the same stress :

:a]r
,

|JDs]
rTS or :a]r -\u -^]is.

109. The degrees of stress are really infinite, and in

a single sound-group (word or sentence) every syllable

may have a different degree of stress. Thus such a word

as impenetrability has, roughly speaking, two stresses, a

strong one on the fifth, and a medium one on the first (or

sometimes on the second)— •SFQ[
r

j]p®\-Q£u)^u£-r. But

if we pronounce -bility by itself, we shall find that all

three syllables have a different stress, the third being

stronger than the second and weaker than the first. In
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penetra- there is the same relation, but all the syllables

are a shade weaker than the corresponding- ones in

-bility. The order of the syllables in stress is therefore

as follows, i being- the highest :

2 3 7 5 1 64
If dC il dcoX d! cofT oJV.

110. The surest way of determining the relative force

of any two syllables is to pronounce the other syllables

mentally only, or in a whisper, pronouncing the special

syllables aloud, and their relative force will then come

out clearly. Thus, taking -bility by itself, if we utter

the first syllable mentally, the other two aloud, we

shall find that the second of these two has the stronger

stress.

111. There is an important feature of stress generally

which in most cases makes any minuter symbolization

of stress unnecessary. This is its rhythmic character, or

the tendency to alternate weak and strong stress. Per-

fect uniformity of stress is as phonetically unnatural as

level force in a single syllable, but the tendency of stress

is not, like that of a single force-impulse, to decrease

progressively, but rather to sway to and fro. Hence in

a group of three syllables, of which the first has the pre-

dominant stress, we may generally infer that the second

will be weaker than the third, as in relative, •<i)(jco1)

v
ol-r>.

Of course, in very rapid speech these minute distinctions

become unrecognisable, the two last syllables of such a

word as relative being apparently uttered with a single,

progressively diminishing force-impulse.
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112. But stress in all languages is more or less

governed by logical as well as phonetic laws, which, of

course, often clash. Level stress is, accordingly, very

common in English, as in thirteen when uttered by
itself, while in thirteen years the stress on the second

sjdlable is diminished : •ux+'Of(D
r
5, 'VJf-uLtol •0)1*1,3. In

French there is a general tendency to level stress, the

strong syllables rising only a little above the general

level.

The discrimination of degrees of stress is no easy

matter in any case, because of the counter-associations

of quantity, intonation, and vowel-quality, which make

us apt to fancy that long, high-toned, or clear-vowelled

syllables have stronger stress than they really have. A
long weak-stressed vowel may be heard in the drawling

pronunciation of what a pity ! :djo -\
-dIoftK A stress-

less clear vowel may be heard in such a word as insect

'IlsCao compared with edict •loof-rdo, whose second

vowel is one that occurs only in unstressed syllables.

113. Difference of force in whole groups of sounds may
be indicated analogously with differences of speed (ioo),

thus *o :q]f -]d denotes come up ! uttered forcibly.

Glides.

114. Synthesis introduces us to a special class of

elements called
'

glides' or transitional sounds, produced

during the transition from one sound to another. Thus

in such a group as af* (or English key) we have not only
the two sounds a and I, but also the sound produced in

passing from the back position of Q to the high-front
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one of I. This glide differs from the two extremes, a
and 1

,
in having no fixed configuration : it is, in fact,

composed of all the intermediate positions between a and

£, through which it passes without dwelling on any of
them.

115. It would clearly be impossible to symbolize all

the infinitesimal intermediate positions of which a glide
is made up ;

nor is it ever necessary, the general prin-

ciple being that in all cases oftransition from one position
to another the shortest way is taken : given, therefore,

the symbols of the fixed positions, the direction of the

glide follows as a matter of course. These ' essential
'

glides are implied simply by the juxtaposition of the

symbols of the fixed positions between which they lie, as

in df. Vowel-glides are expressed in the same way as

an 'unsyllabic' vowel (153), namely by writing the

vowel symbol consonant size, thus I = glide -I. Con-

sonant-glides are expressed by adding ),
thus o) = glide o.

116. Glides are distinguished according as they pre-
cede or follow a sound as

'

on-glides
'

and '

off-glides.'

Thus in ]al (or English echo) the on-glide of a is that

from the % and the off-glide of a is that which joins it

to I. Initial glides, such as the on-glide of the a in af,

being only preceded by a silence, are generally inaudible.

Final, or '

on-silence
'

glides, such as the off-glide of a in

la (or English kick) are generally audible.

117. Although the direction of a glide is implied by
the position of the two fixed points between which it

lies, its character may be varied.

118. The acoustic effect of glides varies according to

E
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the force and rapidity with which they are uttered. If

in such a group as Jo] the transition from the 3 to the

(i) is made rapidly and with slight force the glide is not

noticed at all, although any break, however slight, would

be at once heard. But if the transition is made slowly

and with only a gradual diminution of force, we hear the

glide from the 3 up to the front position of the o as the

second element of a diphthong, giving the effect of (aija).

In such combinations as m], as in Spanish llano, it is

often difficult to know whether to write the glide or not,

whether to write cojl} or col]'}} (<E0>)3
r
5})- The former is

however the correct notation.

Vowel-Glides.

119. Vowels may be begun and finished in various

ways :

(a) The glottis is gradually narrowed, passing through
the various positions from breath and whisper till voice

is produced. This gives the 'gradual' beginning "]*,

which is the usual one in English, and in most other

languages.

(b) The breath is kept back till the glottis is closed

for voice, which begins at once without any introductory

breath. This is the 'clear' beginning '3*,
well known to

singers, who are taught to avoid the '

breathy
'

*3*-

It is the usual way of beginning a vowel in German.

120. In both these cases the stress begins on the

vowel. If it is thrown on to the preceding glides, they

are at once recognized as independent elements, *3* (
aa

)

becoming °3* (haa) with the 'aspirate,' while '] becomes
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x]* with the glottal stop (30).
° is generally modified

by the following vowel, whose mouth-configuration it

partly anticipates. It is then partly a weak throat-

consonant, partly the voiceless glide-vowel corresponding

to the vowel which follows, and is then placed on a

shortened vowel-stem, being written 2. 2I, 2I are thus

almost equivalent to £%L, isl or ovl, Dvl.

121. Vowels are finished analogously :

(a) By a gradual opening of the glottis, the final

glide passing through whisper to breath, giving the
'

gradual
'

ending J*-

(Jj) By a cessation of expiration while the glottis is

still closed for voice, giving the clear ending 3s which

is the usual ending in English.

122. If uttered with stress these endings become re-

spectively 3° or ]s, which is still the Sanskrit visarga, as

in manak, and Jx, the Danish 'stod-tone' (30). If a high

vowel-position is relaxed slowly before ° or 2, the off-glide

has a strongly consonantal character, even if there is

very little stress, giving lov, Idv etc., which is frequent

in the Scandinavian languages.

Consonant-Glides.

123. Stops : Off-glides. All consonants consist

acoustically of three elements, the consonant itself, and its

on- and off-glide. Each of these three elements may be

breathed or voiced, and modified in other ways as well.

124. The glides of stops are peculiarly important.

Voiceless stops, indeed, are acoustically speaking pure

glide-sounds, only undible at the moment of transition.

E 2
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from or to some other sound. Voiced stops, on the

other hand, can have a distinct sound of their own in

addition to that of their glides, but as they can only be

voiced by driving- voiced breath into an air-tight

chamber—forming- the celebrated 'blahlaut' of the

German phoneticians
—

they cannot be maintained for

any leng-th of time.

125. Confining- our attention for the present to the

off-glides, we may distinguish four chief kinds of breath

—or rather voiceless—and voice stops : (a) voiceless stop

and breath glide Q°], as in come
; (b) voiceless stop and

voice glide d'3, nearly as in go when no vowel precedes ;

(c) voice stop and breath glide Q°, as in egg ;
and (d)

voice stop and voice glide er, as in eager.

126. The following table gives all the combinations—
initial, medial, and final—those that occur in English

ing marked *
:
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varies in force according" to emphasis etc., and is always
weaker medially than initially or finally, as may be seen

by comparing the second a in cooking with the two as in

cook, where, again, the initial a has the stronger glide

of the two, because of the progressive diminution of stress

(105), whence also the force of the breath glide is still

more diminished after a long vowel, as in eating.

(b) Q> seems to be formed in two ways. In initial English

go at the beginning of a sentence the glottis is in the

position for voice during the stop, but no air is driven

in, and so the stop is inaudible as in k, but voice begins

the moment the stop is loosened, and the off-glide is

therefore voiced. In this kind of stop the voice is apt

to break out a little before the end of the stop or at any
rate to whisper part of the stop

—
CJD'J].

Pure a 1 is formed

by sounding voice simultaneously with the loosening of

the stop, so as to prevent any escape of breath. The

French and South-German (South European generally)

k, t, p are formed in this way, which makes them sound

like g, d, b to an unaccustomed ear.

These sounds offer great difficulties to English

speakers, who, however, will find initial g in go a con-

venient stepping-stone. But they must be practised

carefully, for the breathy stops in English come, etc.

are very offensive to a South European ear. The student

must not be satisfied till he can explode a vowel loudly

from the Q, D or D position without the slightest escape

of breath or voicing or whispering of the stop.

(c) ]a°], an(* thence Q c

], may be easily obtained from

the familiar ]q° by joining on a
].
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(d) Q'3 is obtained by pronouncing' the familiar JJa
1

],

dwelling* on the consonant, and then dropping* the

initial
3-

These '

full
'

initial voice-stops, which are

common in the South European languages, suggest the

corresponding nasals to an unaccustomed ear when

sounded very fully. Final £T may be obtained by

shortening such a word as bigger. The French final g,

as in d3*Q' bague, often has this sound.

127. Stops : On-glides. The on-glide after a vowel

is generally voiced : 3'Q°- J'
6,0 - Breath on-glides before

voiceless stops occur in Icelandic and occasionally in

Scotch, as in sd-j-'O* what.

128. Stops : Stress-glides (Aspirates). All stops,

especially when voiceless, postulate a certain compression

of the breath behind the stop, so as to produce an

audible explosion when the stop is loosened. On the

force of this compression, which is due to the action of

the lungs, the force of the g-lide and consequently the

audibility of the stop mainly depend. The English k,

etc. are generally uttered with but little force, but in

the ordinary German k, as in Q't^l Jcann, there is a

strong* puff of breath.

129. But even in German the force of the breath-

glide is something secondary, due only to the compres-
sion with which the stop is formed. If, however, the

initial force is maintained during the formation of the

glide itself, the glide is heard as an independent element

—
a°3« In this way the Irish-English, Danish and

Sanskrit aspirates are formed, as in Irish tell, Danish tale

O°3»vco|. These sounds have nothing harsh about them,
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their characteristic feature being the distinctness of

their glide, which has something of the character of

the preceding consonant, so that a°[], for instance,

sounds very like ac], D°3 like Du] or OS]. The analo-

gies with the different vowel-beginnings (119) are

obvious.

130. Implosive Stops (Choke-stops). The im-

plosion consists in closing the glottis simultaneously

with the stop position, and then compressing the air

between the glottis stoppage and the mouth one by

raising the glottis like a plug by the action of its

muscles. This action produces no sound while the stop

is being held, but modifies the off-glide in a peculiar

manner, giving it a '

choky
'

effect.

These sounds occur in Saxon German and Armenian.

They are written CH, with the throat-stop modifier
;
the

off-glide is voiced.

131. Unstopped Consonants. With unstopped conso-

nants there is no difficulty in voicing the stop itself, and

there are many consonants that are only occasionally

unvoiced, such as the nasals. The glides of these con-

sonants are always voiced as well.

132. In the breath unstopped consonants, both the

consonant itself and the off-glide are breathed as in

the corresponding stops :
S'], ]s'], ]s*. But the breath-

glide of the unstopped consonants is always weaker

than that of the stops, because the explosive effect of

the latter is wanting.
133. Hence also the aspirates of these consonants are

weaker and less marked than those of the stops. But
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they may be distinctly heard in Irish-English in such

words as sir.

134. The voiced buzzes admit of more variety than

the voiced stops, because in them the different stages
of glottis-narrowing that may precede voice are dis-

tinctly audible, whereas in the voiced stop there is

hardly anything between full vocality and absolute

silence.

135. In medial z
(]s]) there can be no doubt of the

vocality of the consonant, but initial and final z admit

of various degrees of vocality.

(a) The glottis does not begin to put itself in the

position for voice till the S-position is assumed, and

consequently all the intermediate stages between full

breath and full voice are heard in succession while the

S-position is being maintained. This is the '

gradual
'

initial z in English zeal, etc.—Si].

(&) The z is fully vocal throughout
—that is, the

glottis is closed for voice simultaneously with the begin-

ning of the z. This is the '

clear
'

initial z of French,

Russian, etc.—s:].

It will be observed that these varieties of initial

buzzes are exactly analogous to the two ways of begin-

ning vowels (119)-

(<?)
The glottis is open during the formation of the

consonant, and is only brought together at the moment
when the off-glide begins. This is the '

half-voice
'

z

(s
1

), corresponding to initial a 1

,
and seems to be the

usual German initial s in so, etc. As it is not easy to

make the beginning of the voice correspond exactly
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with the beginning" of the glide, this last variety is

often modified into a compromise between (a) and (6),

formed by beginning to narrow the glottis during the

end of the consonant itself, so that the transition from

breath to voice is completed just before beginning the

glide.

136. Final z may also be fully vocalized throughout,

or else gradually devocalized, passing from voice to

whisper while the consonant position is still being

maintained—3S;°> ]Si°- Both may De heard in English

is, etc., the latter
'

gradual
'

ending being the most

usual. The * clear
'

ending with voiced off-glide
—

3S:
'—

is the usual one in French.

137. A final buzz preceded by a buzz or voiced stop

is completely whispered in English, as in thieves, rage

138. In this last case the glottis is not fully opened

till the consonant is finished, which therefore consists

of voice passing into whisper, followed by a breath

off-slide. If the transition from voice to breath is

completed during the beginning of the consonant itself,

we have the ' half-breath' final z—3S °-

139. The vowel-like consonants when final occasion-

ally end in a breath-glide. Thus in French fille=>l®l,

in Icelandic vel=2>[Ml.

140. Whisper-glides. In the case of stops whisper

is inaudible in the stop itself, and is only heard in the

glide. In most cases a whisper-glide is a transition to

or from voice, and has the effect of a weak breath-glide,

from which it can generally hardly be distinguished.
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Final ^Ob, however, is easily distinguishable from ]Q'.

It is heard in Icelandic egg.

141. Modified Glides. We have hitherto considered

consonant-glides as modified mainly by voice, breath,

and force. But they are capable of various oral modifi-

cations as well, of which rounding- is the most important.

Rounded glides are heard in such Russian words as votn

>o}Oi-, homnata •cid}f
,

i3d3 where the inner rounding
affects the consonant as well as the glide, a?} sounds

intermediate between (ko) and (kwo). In English cool

the off-glide is only slightly rounded by the following

vowel.

Glideless Combinations.

142. In speech the general principle is to take the

shortest way between two sounds in immediate juxta-

position. This often results in combinations which are

effected without any glide at all. This is regularly the

case in sequences of consonants having the same place,

and differing only in form. Thus in passing from (n)

to (d) or vice versa in TO, wi all that is done is to close

or open the nose-passage, the absence of glide being as

much implied by the j uxtaposition of the two symbols

as in the case of the uvular stop (78). Similarly in COE,

csco the transition is made by simply closing and opening
the side apertures,' the tip of the tongue retaining its

position. Combinations in which a stop is followed by
an open consonant formed in the same, or nearly the

same place, are effected either with no glide at all, as in

DO, or a very slight one, as in d>. In such combinations
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as the latter one the glide is generally g-ot rid of by

assimilating the place of the first consonant to that of

the second. Thus German pf in pfund and English m
in nymph are both lip-teeth instead of the pure lip

consonants d, F, these words being pronounced ^i^Itd,

ifoio. Such changes may almost be considered as im-

plied by the juxtapositions d>, F>.

143. Even when two consecutive consonants are

formed in different parts of the mouth, it is possible to

form them without any glide, although in such cases

gliding combination must be regarded as normal.

Absence of glide is marked by (.).
Thus English act

is XQ<A the tip of the tongue being brought into posi-

tion before the a-contact is loosened, while in French

active there is a slight breath glide
—

3
1
'a ''D-k-

144. Combinations of stops and vowellike consonants,

such as tr, dr, kl, hv, are glideless in English, the breath-

glide after a voiceless stop being carried into the vowel-

like consonant, the first half of which it unvoices, as in

try oo)o))'LCt, clock aco)co)ja. If the preceding stop is

aspirated, its aspiration may be carried into the vowel-

like consonant, so that the latter is completely unvoiced.

Thus in Danish, where initial voiceless stops are aspi-

rated, initial kr, kl, etc. become stop -f breath I etc., as

in acojer'L klokke, ai[)»x kna.

G LIDE-CONSONANTS.

145. Most consonants, as compared with vowels, have

more or less the character of glides. Breath stops are

acoustically pure glides (124). In such combinations
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as D2 in chill, OS in German osl,f-rO zeit, the hiss is

acoustically a mere modification of the breath-glide in

till : we may almost say that the Z or S is the glide
between the O and the next vowel.

146. In slovenly speech, when a stop follows a vowel,

the breath impulse is often so feeble that nothing is

heard but part of the glide on to the consonant, the

actual closure being formed without any breath at all :

Did) big. With nasals man becomes
F"[is), only a nasal

glide being audible. Other consonants are weakened in

a similar way.
147. But there is a class of Flap-consonants which

are pure glides, organically as well as acoustically, there

being absolutely no fixed point in their formation.

The East-Norwegian and Swedish 'thick V is such a

sound. It is an inverted r finished off with momentary
contact of the tongue-tip against the inside of the arch-

rim, the tongue moving forwards all the while from the

moment of its being turned back to the single strong
trill which finishes it. This sound can be roughly

symbolized by (Dcv, as in Norwegian
v

}*)~(i)cv3 Olaf.

Syllable Division.

148. Sounds differ much in sonority
—the force with

which they strike the sense of hearing. The most

sonorous sounds are those formed with voice, and the

less the voice is impeded, the more sonorous the sound.

The two extremes are the opener vowels, such as 3, J

and the stops, the high vowels, such as I, being about

on a level with the vowellike consonants, of which the
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nasals are the most sonorous. Of the voiceless con-

sonants the high-pitched hisses are the most distinct.

149. The audibility of language depends then, roughly

speaking, on its vowels. Acoustically consonants are

mere modifiers of the vowels, and the ideal of distinct-

ness would be reached by a language in which each

consonant was separated from the next by a vowel.

150. Hence the ear learns to divide a breath-group
into groups of vowels (or vowel-equivalents), each flanked

by consonants (or consonant-equivalents
—

or, in other

words, into syllable-formers or syllables, and non-syllabics y

each of these groups constituting a syllable. Syllables

are marked
], non-syllabics ),

when necessary.

151. The relation between syllabic and non-syllabic

is evidently a purely relative one. In such a group as

clay the sonority of the vowel completely overpowers
that of the I and makes it non-syllabic, but the / in

cattle Q\DC£>
= axoco] is so much more sonorous than

the D that the whole group is dissyllabic to the ear,

as if the I were accompanied by a vowel. Even a

voiceless hiss may be syllabic in such a combination as

DS*a or even DSD.

152. The same sound varies in audibility according

to the length and force with which it is uttered. When
two vowellike consonants come together, the one that

has the greater length and force is regarded as the

vowel. Thus F,r
F*= F)

r

f] suggests f]i, while 'ri= r\l

suggests ]n or rather 'Jr^T.

153. So also a vowel can lose its syllabicness in

combination with another vowel, with which it then
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forms a diphthong. These diphthongic or glide vowels

are written consonant size, being from a syllabic point

of view consonantal vowels, as in \i ai, where the group
is uttered with one impulse of diminishing force, and

x] ia, which implies increasing force, the latter diphthong

being equivalent to ©v]. Want of stress is more essen-

tial than gliding quality, for §£* with the diphthongic
vowel lengthened is still mainly diphthongal to the ear

if the X* is kept stressless.

154. The unsyllabic element of a diphthong is gene-

rally a closer vowel than that which constitutes the

syllabic element. The most perfect types of diph-

thongs are, therefore, ai and au, which are also the

commonest. When clearly formed—jx, ji
—the second

elements are almost consonantal in character—suggest-

ing aj, aw to an English ear—because English and most

other languages content themselves with making the

second element a mere approximation to the high posi-

tion ;
thus in English the nearest equivalents of the

above diphthongs are 1,Xt and x*) +'he second elements

being still more obscured in Cockney pronunciation.

155. Such combinations as D2 may be regarded as

consonantal diphthongs (145)-

156. The answer to the question, Where does the

syllable begin? is, that if it has a distinct stress (strong

or medium) its beginning corresponds with the begin-

ning of the stress, as we see in comparing such pairs as

1,O-j»C0:o'L[vfS and VDJ*m 'i
r
XrF

» l "!00!^ ancI V°la= fl/
'

all times, a tall man ; at Acton, attack.

157. The difference between long and double con-
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sonants is a syllabic one. In ]d*] the consonant posi-

tions are simply held with uniformly diminishing- force

till the ] is reached, when a new impulse may begin.

In I)oo[] the consonant is held as long* as in the preced-

ing* case, but the new force-impulse begins in the

second half of the held consonant, which, of course,

breaks the sense of continuity. This break is very
distinct in such a group as bookcase •Bla:a[i'TS, because

of the medium stress on the second syllable.

158. The distinction between ,

a]o-2j*0 and \uz£<r&
cut short and achieve, -jws^jvaj outside and the German

al/Osi^FF geziemen is exactly analogous.

159. The distinction between close and open stress is

also syllabic. In the close stress of English and North

German in such words as better, vetter, the D is uttered

with the same force-impulse as the preceding vowel—
although this force-impulse has diminished by the time

it reaches the D (more so in German than in English,

§ 105)
—any new impulse beginning on the following

vowel : *dCo
v

1, opa^e. In the open stress of South

German, and the South European languages generally,

the fresh impulse of force begins on the D in such a word

as vetter—
":>[

v

o"[<i>$. Open stress—which is also heard in

Welsh—sounds less abrupt than close stress, and to an

unaccustomed ear suggests doubling of the consonant.

The otherwise superfluous (*) may be used to indicate

open stress, as in the South German ofo'ld)*, Welsh
A

a°3a'l cadw.

160. When several syllables are uttered with one im-

pulse of force, it is, of course, impossible to mark off the
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boundaries of the syllables by stress, and syllable-division

becomes a subjective problem. It is, for instance, diffi-

cult to hear much syllable division in such a word as

necessary, when uttered rapidly. S}dlable-division is

most clearly marked when it turns on stopped consonants,

because of their greater force and abruptness. It is less

clear when it turns on open consonants. Thus the dif-

ference between an aim and a name, between alia with

long and with double I is not very marked.

Intonation.

161. Intonation, or variations of tone (pitch), depend
on the rapidity of the sound-vibrations, which again

depend on the length of the vocal chords (17).

Changes of tone may proceed either by leaps or by

glides. In singing the voice generally dwells without

change of pitch on each note, and leaps upwards or

downwards to the next note as quickly as possible, so

that although there is no break, the intermediate glide

is not noticed. In speech the voice only occasionally

dwells on one note, and is constantly moving upwards
or downwards from one note to the other, so that the

different notes are simply points between which the

voice is constantly gliding. An absolutely level tone

hardly ever occurs in speech, whose level tones are only

relatively level, generally ending in a slight rise. There

is often in speech a marked difference between a rapid

rise or fall in which the ear is mainly impressed by the

beginning and end of the voice-inflexion, and a slow

glide which allows the intermediate tones to come out.
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We may distinguish these as voice-leaps and voice-glides,

remembering- that the distinction is only a relative one,

which cannot always be made with certainty. The

difference between voice-leap and voice-glide is analogoiis

to that between ]m] and ]m] (118).

162. There are three primary
' forms

'

or
'

inflections
'

of intonation :

level

rising / r

falling \ J .

163.
(')

and
(

x

) are, strictly speaking, symbols of voice-

glides only, though in practice they are used to denote

voice-leaps also, whose proper symbols are (r) and (j).

164. The level tone—or an approach to it—may be

heard in well as an expression of musing or meditation
;

the rising in questions or doubtful hesitating statements,

as are you ready ?
;
the falling in answers, commands, or

dogmatic assertions, as in yes, I am.

165. Besides the simple tones there are compound

ones, formed by uniting both in one syllable :

compound rising (

v

)

compound falling (*).

166. The compound rise may be heard in such a

sentence as take caret when uttered warningly; the

compound fall in oh I, oh really! when implying sarcasm.

167. It is also possible to combine three tones in one

inflection. Thus we can have
("),

which has the effect

of
(") being only more emphatic.

168. All these tones can be varied indefinitely accord-

ing to the interval they pass through. As a general

F
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rule, the greater the interval, the more marked the

character of the tone. For ordinary purposes it is

enough to distinguish between a high rise
(')

and a low

rise (,), the former passing through a less interval than

the latter. Conversely a high fall
(

v

) passes through a

greater interval than a low fall( v ).
A high rise may be

heard in what? as an expression of mere enquiry ('s3jo),

a low rise in pjD as an expression of surprise. In music

semitones have a plaintive effect, and this is to some

extent the case in speech also, where, however, plaintive-

ness is also expressed by modifications of the quality of

the voice (i 77).

169. Besides the separate inflections of which it is

made up, each sentence, or sentence-group, has a general

pitch or key of its own. Key is marked by prefixing

the voice-leap symbols in the same way as with the

other group-modifiers, thus ro :a]p
-

]d = come up ! in a

high key. For ordinary purposes it is enough to dis-

tinguish three keys :

high r

middle rJ

low J,

the middle being generally left unmarked.

170. The high key is the natural expression of ener-

getic and joyful emotions, the low of sadness and

solemnity.

171. Change of key has also a purely logical signifi-

cance. Thus questions are naturally uttered in a higher

key than answers, and parenthetic clauses in a lower key
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than those which state the main facts. In all natural

speech there is incessant change of key.

172. Changes of key may proceed either by leaps or

progressively. Progressive change of key may be ex-

pressed by using (') etc. as group-modifiers. Thus 'o

is heard in all cases of passion rising to a climax.

Connection between Quantity, Force, and Pitch.

173. There is a natural connection between force,

length, and high pitch, and conversely between weak

force, shortness, and low pitch.

174. The connection between force and pitch is especi-

ally intimate. All energetic emotions naturally express

themselves in high tones and forcible utterance, and

increased vehemence of emotion is accompanied by a

rise in force and pitch.

175. The association of force and quantity is less

intimate. There is however a natural tendency to pass

over the less important unaccented elements of speech,

and to dwell on and lengthen the more prominent ones.

176. It is however a mistake to suppose that these

natural tendencies represent necessities, and that high
tone and strong stress can be regarded as convertible

terms. Just as on the piano the lowest note in the bass

can be struck with the same force as the highest one

in the treble, so in language it often happens that strong

stress is combined with low pitch. Still less can length

be identified with stress.

Voice-Quality.

177. Besides the various modifications of stress, etc.,
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the quality of the voice may be modified through whole

sentences by various glottal, pharyngal and oral in-

fluences.

178. The influence of the lips is seen in the two

qualities of the voice known as
'

clear
'

and '

dull.' The

clear quality is the result of opening- the mouth widely

and spreading- out its corners. When exaggerated it

gives a harsh, screaming character to the voice.

179. The dull quality of the voice is the result of

slight separation of the jaws and neutral lip-position.

English speech generally tends to the dull quality.

When exaggerated it gives a ' muffled
'

character to the

voice, which, when accompanied by low pitch, results in

what is called the '

sepulchral
'

tone.

180. The dull quality of the voice naturally leads to

nasality, for the breath, being impeded in its passage

through the mouth, seeks another passage through the

nose. Slight nasality is almost universal in English

speech. Its presence is at once made manifest in

singing.

181. Narrowing of the upper glottis gives a wheezy
character to the voice, sometimes approaching to

strangulation. This effect is familiarly known as
' the

pig's whistle.' It may be heard from Scotchmen, and

combined with high key gives the pronunciation of the

Saxon Germans its peculiarly harsh character.

182. These modifications—which are the result of

controllable organic positions
—must be carefully distin-

guished from those which are due to peculiarities of the

organs of speech themselves. Thus defects in the palate
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may cause permanent nasality (together with a peculiar

hollowness of sound), an abnormally large tongue

gutturality, etc. All these peculiarities are inseparable

from the individual, while those first described may—
and often do—characterise the speech of whole commu-

nities.

183. Voice-quality may be readily symbolized by pre-

fixing modifiers :

ovil = clear quality.

OA) = dull quality,

os = nasality.

om = wheeziness.

o( = gutturality.

Organic Basis.

184. Every language has certain general tendencies

which control its organic movements and positions, con-

stituting its organic basis or basis of articulation. A

knowledge of the organic basis is a great help in acquir-

ing the pronunciation of a language.

185. In English we flatten and lower the tongue,

hollow the front of it, and draw it back from the teeth,

keeping the lips as much as possible in a neutral position.

The flattening of the tongue widens our vowels, its

lowering makes the second elements of our diphthongs

indistinct, front-hollowing gives a dull resonance which

is particularly noticeable in our /,
its retraction is

unfavourable to the formation of teeth-sounds, and

favours the development of mixed vowels, while the

neutrality of the lips eliminates front-round vowels.
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Our neutral tongue-position is the low-mixed or mid-

mixed one of the vowels infurther >X*^1-

186. In French everything is reversed. The tongue
is arched and raised and advanced as much as possible,

and the lips articulate with energy. French therefore

favours narrowness both in vowels and consonants, its

point-consonants tend to dentality, and, compared with

the English ones, have a front-modified character, which

is most noticeable in the /, while the rounded vowels are

very distinct.

187. The German basis is a compromise between the

English and French, standard North German approach-

ing more to the French.

188. No language, however, carries out the tendencies

of its basis with perfect consistency.

Thus in English we have the point-teeth \j
;
and

mixed vowels occur in French and German, etc.
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Vowels.

189. The following- is the English vowel-table, weak

vowels (those which occur only unstressed) being marked

by a preceding -, and the half-long quantity of the

first elements of diphthongs not being marked.
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In the formation of this vowel the tonarue Gradually

relaxes into the neutral mixed position, so that it might
be written ]i. In Cockney English it is lowered to j*,

which is often narrowed into p>, as in d[o*sI-t oj*Q

Battersea Park.

193. \, mid-mixed-wide. oT/Qfyi, together. It is

difficult to define the formation of this vowel with preci-

sion, because it often degenerates into a mere voice-glide—I—without fixed configuration, which is often whispered
in protonic syllables. The most correct way of writing

such a word as together in rapid speech would be, there-

fore, Dit>a[wi. The exact position of this vowel—as far

as it is capable of being defined—is probably between

mid and low : \r.

The first element of the diphthong in high is retracted

towards \ into which it passes in Cockney English,

where it is often lowered to j : refined s^x-r, Cockney

ffjl-r, $JJ>. Before / the glide is obscured to X in Cockney

English, so that Fjico mile is hardly distinguishable from

marie.

194. j, low-mixed-wide. The first element of the

diphthong in hoio 2J%, which in Cockney English becomes

I
—

2\%, "[%.
Scotch has ]

—
ff]i
—and American-English

3- *fr-

195. j*, low-mixed-narrow. J* err, qj*td bird. In

American-English this sound is raised towards
],
becom-

ing ]t-T
—the sound of American-English come. In some

American pronunciations, especially that of New-York,

j* becomes \i, as in q\kd.

196. f, high -front-wide. This is the sound of strong
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(stressed) i in it Id, fill >fa>, the corresponding- weak

sound It being intermediate between I and
(J

: olol-r

pity. After (D preceded by a consonant I seems to be

often retracted almost to the mixed position I, as in

DoIhdI-t pretty. The long vowel corresponding to I is fro

or Ij>, as in slo sea, sfros cease
;
an I* modified by

gradual raising of the tongue. In Cockney English the

first half of this diphthong is lowered, so that sf-i often

sounds like s[i- say. Before r as in fear, fearing >Ix,

)Ix(i)I-rJ, there is no raising of the tongue, and the I

itself is often lowered—>JVl. In Scotch, Irish and

American-English, as well as in North-English educated

speech, sea etc. keep the old long narrow undiphthongic

£#—sl>. Scotch also has it before r, as in >I*(i)$. In

Scotch strong I is lowered, as in sf-O sit, sounding to an

English ear like set, which in Scotch has x (
1 97)-

197. [,
mid-front-wide. f[i men

; s[jv say, u[^Q take.

In say, etc. the tongue begins to rise as soon as the [

position is assumed, and goes on rising gradually till the

jv position is reached. American-English has the same

sound, sometimes raising the tongue to the full high

position—s[f. Scotch keeps the old monophthongic

narrow vowel—s|>—which in Edinburgh is raised to-

wards I—s[*-
—sounding to an English ear almost like

see. In the North of England the first element of the

diphthong seems to be narrow—s[i>. In Cockney Eng-

lish the first element is broadened into \, so that say is

confounded with sigh s\l^, except when the latter is

broadened into s]fT (193). In North-English and

Scotch the short vowel in men is the broad
t_-
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198.
\, low-front-narrow. Only before r, as in a^i

care, where Scotch has [.

199. i, low-front-wide. oiQ back, rfT man. This

vowel is often modified slightly in the direction either

of j or of
[,

into which latter it often passes completely
in Cockney, as in a[G. a[*D cab.

200. 1, high-back-wide-round. Dla booh, >lco full ;

ols two, too, ^cols new. In North-English, Scotch, and

in Irish and American-English the old narrow ! is pre-

served in ol*, iml*. Scotch has also narrow short 1 in

Did. In Cockney English Is often becomes Is with the

high-mixed vowel, especially after cd, as in of3 you, the

(D being dropped in Cockney English after a consonant,

as in rtfs, lis. Unstressed f is regular in educated as

well as vulgar speech, as in siscofs Zulu (where the

second s is very indistinct), >[CO(oT value. Monoph-

thongic 1* is kept before r, as in oil poor, ckdIx cure,

where Scotch has !—Dhm. In Cockney English lx is

broadened to J*(l), so that poor is levelled under pour.

Even in educated speech there is a tendency to lower 1

before r : the strong form of your, yours is sometimes

fl>1/l, (D^xs with the mid-mixed vowels which otherwise

occur only in weak forms, but often ojx, oj*S with the

full Cockney form.

201. Ja-), mid-back-wide-round,
s-j-3-) so, sow. The

second element of this diphthong is formed by a gradual

narrowing of the lip-opening to the 1-position, which

begins almost as soon as the J itself, the position of the

tongue remaining unchanged. In weak syllables, as in

the second one of sjaoco^i) solo, the tongue is advanced
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to the mixed position, the diphthongic character of the

sound becoming- almost imperceptible. This change
often takes place in stressed syllables as well, where it

is often used in polite or conciliatory address; thus J-J)

TJ3- and \& ity = oh no may be heard from the same

speaker, the former in more decided and dogmatic state-

ments. The constant use of \ gives a character of

effeminacy or affectation to the pronunciation. In

Cockney English the first element is unrounded and the

second lowered and partially unrounded—]i ify. Scotch

keeps the old monophthong }— s}*.

The first element of the diphthong }-[> in boy is some-

times lowered to j as in not.

202.
j*, low-back-narrow-round. Sj* saw, Tj+D naught.

In the formation of this vowel the tongue is gradually

relaxed to the mixed position, the rounding being main-

tained, so that it might be written j%, as in Sj% saw dis-

tinct from sjl soar. In Scotch this vowel is generally
made into J*.

203. j, low-back-wide-round. TjD not. Scotch sub-

stitutes J
—^O. American-English has sometimes J—

which seems often to verge on the mixed \
—sometimes

the unrounded 3 offather
—

i^o not, >3cd^ follow. Weak
short o becomes \, as in ^CTO^d'}, October.

204. Although weak vowels are generally levelled

under \ or f-r or the rarer T and \, the vowels and

diphthongs ], \s.t, i% [, \, etc. can all occur in perfectly

unstressed
'

syllables, as in fi]FD]a, osl/co^io, diFDj/n©,

fls[OD, XQsaa)IaO humbug, twilight, compound, ifisect,

abstract
(adj.). But if we compare the strong and weak
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vowels in these words, we shall find that the weak
vowels all show a slight shifting" toward the mid-mixed

position, though hardly enough to justify the addition of

a modifier. Just as all weak Is pass into X-r, so also all

weak 1,-iivs pass into \-L-r. Weak L- itself in very rapid

speech seems to tend to the mixed position, especially

after v preceded by a consonant (196).

Consonants.

205. The English consonants are as follows :

2



7 8
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In such words as hue, humor the aspirate precedes the co

as if it were a vowel—scols, sdIsfI, but in Scotch the

combination 2(0 is made into o—ol*. The nearest ap-

proach to this sound in Southern English is in such

words as pure do)o)1x (144).

211. (1), point-open-voice. o[g3 red, ofiold rearing.

This consonant is practically a vowel, there being no

buzz in it, even when emphasized and lengthened. It

never occurs except before a vowel, being elsewhere

weakened into a voice glide, as in (i)fx, (dIiqj rear, reared.

It is sometimes rounded into (j». Trilling
—

'rolling

one's rs'—is a defect of pronunciation, which is however

often affected on the stage and in recitation. The substi-

tution of the back open e, which is sometimes trilled—et

—is a frequent individual peculiarity. Ci is the 'North-

umbrian burr.' In Scotch r is a strong trill everywhere :

(i)$f>a>$, (i)*I(i)joj. So also often in Ireland, where also

sounds similar to the Norwegian
' thick l' (147) may be

heard. In American-English r before a pause or a con-

sonant appears as a point-modification of the preceding

vowel, as in >j)*v far, being completely lost in other

American pronunciations. (1) is always formed in the

inner position (75), and in the dialects of the West of

England an is exaggerated into (i)c (71 c).

212. \J, \J, point-teeth-(voice). ufrj thin, \j[i then. In

these consonants it is enough that the breath is directed

on to the teeth by the tip of the tongue, which need

not itself be brought against the teeth. Certainly the

most distinct form of these consonants is that produced

by placing the tip of the tongue firmly on the back of
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the upper teeth and forcing the breath partly between

the interstices of the teeth, partly between the sides of

the tongue-tip and the surface of the teeth
;
but they

can be—and are often—formed by bringing the tongue

against the gums in the S-place without touching the

teeth. In the latter formation the contact is of course

very slight. Weak u, w are formed without any contact.

Irish-English substitutes its peculiar
'

rim-stops
'

for V

and v, in whose formation the point of the tongue is

spread out like a fan, so the whole of its rim is brought

against the teeth or gums together with the point, the

back of the tongue being slightly raised at the same

time : Dlldl, ©ik^.

S, s, blade-open, sfco see, sfoco zeal.

213. 2, e, blade-point-open. efo skip, (Dise rouge.

These consonants are formed more inwards than S (75),

but after the point-blade consonants D, 05 they are less

retracted, as in Q\DZ WZjl catch John. If we drop the D

in Q\UZ we can feel the difference between the resulting

CJT2H and cits = cash : z* has a sound intermediate be-

tween Z and S.

214. sd, 3, lip-back-open. %)%£ why, sfco we. These

consonants are practically Isa, 1a, being wide (66). In

Southern-English o generally becomes s, but it seems

probable that o will be completely restored in a few

generations.

215. >, >, lip-teeth-open. >jktofall, xdId view.

216. CO, point-side-voice, cola look. In this conson-

ant the English concavity of the fore part of the tongue

(185) is especially noticeable. In Cockney English and
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in Scotch I has a still deeper tone which may be some-

times the result of back modification—co(.

217. a, Q, back-stop. o]f come, a}3-> go.

218. D, 03, point-stop (blade-stop). O^T ten, Gj(]i day.

219. D, 0, lip-stop. dC-C pay, d!(0 bee.

220. J, back-nasal-voice, sfd sing.

221. T. point-nasal-voice, I-}"
3"* no '

222. r, lip-nasal-voice. FX^ man. >is. lip-teeth-nasal-

voice in nymph (142).

Synthesis.

223. For the English synthesis and organic basis see

§§ 98, 99, 105, 185 and the section on Synthesis generally.

Specimens.

Of the three following texts the first two are accom-

panied by a Broad Romic transcription, the ordinary

spelling of the first being also added.

224. :Df(DDCO "OIDS -D^ ufdd -U/JV 'JIU -s\s -\ :0\ll^

-X> -5C0XO -a(;ia\ -sf-v -\i/[ -sfo -j»co •cdx^ios -f-o
x

; -ddbo

-sf-x -ija-) ^x^ -vlo -f-os -(Dlicof- tu^®', ico^ici 4
•GJ»OO

v—
'^JO

v,

a3XID ^I^^'s -DDBO -^ :CofoCO •)CCXD
r

703\

:coXia -\i -jul^e".

225. :pijpl "juws -ta
:J^irjk

-"Si
*a8]j

-waz -a :kaind -av

•fla3t *keik\ -wrS -fta -sij
-ol -raund -it

N

;
-bat -wij mou

•nau -'Sat -its -riali ;raund
v

,
:laik -a -baf—-not v,kwait

:raund', -bat -a :litl -flaetnd^, :laik -an -orin3\

226. People used to think the earth was a kind of

flat cake, with the sea all round it
;
but we know now

6
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that it is really round, like a ball—not quite round, but

a little flattened, like an orange.

227. -1^ •£jQu>^zr\
r
} -&\s 'sO^s -OttpCDl-J -X-1

'uz\sn\' -cTi -almiD :SDloa .-oeXriXos". -g]i •©[/ -2X^1

-sXs -©Xnlxd -Xo :s]f -IcdojVj :2x*s', -1^ -vX -o^oX

•d(dj*o -X-f -X tXcdo -dV- -Is -^ -»ls '>IM- ^dawX-/,

-2X-1 -[d -X-o -]d', -Xt vj»d -XtD ->CcdX
t •alo\ -dkdo -XtX

•aloio :r[ia -x*d' :sjo -X^o -s^s tCi© -X>
v

. -sX% rof

-vi/j, :»CidX :aC-CF -d| racoXxa) V^C^ -2 ^tJ: "DjiToX-r© -Xa
-vXT -[foIt -dX-C^Xs, -X"7 -asxao -a>Xxa -X "®]a

v

- -VI

•s[idX© -X° "s] ,js :2la --f-1
-8 •eCaJ'> -Vs "o3*ao -coXia -X

•®ja\ -\i -sja-) -u/X-r ^dacoX-reFX^ -tkdIs -X-ri© -dXxIt

•©X-c^^ -X1 •©jQS>co|j3
N

.

228. -on •inglijman -waz -wens •trsevlirj
-in •tjaina'

-huw "kudnt :spijk :tjarnijz\ *wBn 'dei' -hij -waz
"dainirj

-at :sram •ijtirj:haus
/

,
-an -"Sa 'weita 'brat -im -a 'miit

•pai\ -oz
-ij -woz "veri

•h'erjgri'', -hij *et -it
"rap',

-on
*J?at

-it "veri 'gud^ -bat -ij *kudnt :meik *aut' :whot -it -waz

•meid -ov\ -sou :when -"3a :weita :keim -ta :kliar a*wei',

-hij "pointid -at -"Si 'emti 'paiidif, -an "kwsekt -laik -a

•dak\ -iSa "weitar -at *wans :Juk -iz -hed', -an "baakt

-laik -a "dog\ -an *sou -"Si :irjgli]mon 'njuw -ijd -bijn

•dainin -on 'dogzfleJ
v

.

•D3+SO -X^ -DCdCsto'.

229. -%£ oX^-fCfdX", -V ©JvfCfdX"

-wX -2x%s -djxcd -X-c -&\s
-

Djn
v

,

-VX 'COXOCO •3X'7Q3X%) :DIX
"Wl

'

S] rj
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-S>X-f "701 :QCJP "I ^Ija :ol» 'Slo^,

-1J* -D<l>J*0 :Ols -C0JJ -1 -©[x
v

;

-0MDO "TX* "V "J*^ "»X2 -\j\ "lllD

4® "oj" -fV '^(V V^C1"-

230. -Xi ©IxtCfdI", -V (dJvfCfbIt

-\i/j, -^ricoX-os -Xi -VI, -coXcoX--a]os
v—

-v^ws -xoivis : fC-C® -X> -collar

-\i/|, -colicolas -dxx -vi/j, -(djbX-is -bXcoo\

-ll :DXX -fV "D©]vi/1, -S[o'

. VJ, -dojIco -1-8 •coiM-r.d ;<n{p
s

\

231. -Xr (dIVfCfd!.-, -V ©I-tCfdTt

-DIVD -\l -&\S :(01sS -Ol 'SsXd',

-li -uj»a -wXt *xx -fIsd -(d]2 -Is -xa[z

-fV -sdX<dX-o :xd1d -X^ ->(y|,s aflf,

-Vi/|p :fs -sfc) -fi|>I
T

"J]/*,

-I1
"s]fI 'Discos -al© -saxxscol-r -disco

-wl •>Xa)>l(i) -ll -fIi :bci>i%.

232. -V ©X^fCfdTT, -V ©X-tCfdV

-u/}, -^ouX-is -a>3»a -l
1

* ^T/ 5

-V -olss -ol vXda -wxx -sco^l, -ops

-si -aco^)S Vafrsa -u/j, -sal/ :

-X-d -s{s -1 •ozVwro-f^ -Xenl^s",
-dudo ,r

Jx% -oXtS -coXdoo -Qjeji

-ol -tJs-) -Vf :>x»^1© "J*> -xdIf -2^1

g a
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233.

234.

FRENCH SOUNDS.

Vowels.
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245. }, mid-back-narrow-round, d} beau.

246. J* mid-back-wide-round. }€! or. Often ad-

vanced to the mixed position \, as in CT^ptj comment.

Sometimes pronounced as a lowered }.

247. Js, mid-back-wide-round-nasal. s}$ son.

248. f, high-front-narrow-round, cofi tee.

249. {, mid-front-narrow-round. D'{ peu.

250.
-£,

mid-front-wide -round. D'{*e-t /?<?wr.
Some-

times pronounced as lowered { or full ^ The weak

vowel in le seems to be a slightly retracted and partially

unrounded
-{•

=
(V>.

251. \l, low-front-narrow-round-nasal. \s un. May
be wide—\s.

252. Consonants.

2
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as in dc[, Dc)e)(; pre*. These remarks apply also to o>,

3\, and 3.

256. o, <D, front-open. Del(i)[ briller, Do[ /^W. Final

<D unvoices its latter half, as in >I©)o), >fos ,/S#e. In

connection with the vowel X, as in briller and Jille, o is

a consonantal 1, but after more open vowels it appears
to be lowered to the

[ position and to be retracted some-

what.

257. Si-, Sk, blade-open-outer, si sou, s[co zele. These

consonants sound clearer than in English, partly because

of the greater convexity of the tongue in French, partly
because they are formed with the tongue nearer the

teeth than in English.
258. Zv, tv, blade-point-outer. z] chat, the* jour.

The same remarks apply to these consonants as to S

and s.

259. o\ 3\ lip-front-open. bsI bids, do! puits. In
these words we have a consonantal f, the tongue being
lowered after other than high vowels, as with o.

260. d, 3, lip-back-open, ol oui, dot poicls. In the

former of these words we have a consonantal 1, in the

latter rather a consonantal }), and so before other open
vowels.

261. >, >, lip-divided. >\sfin, >t^ vin.

262. o, Q>, point-divided-teeth. d[co belle, o]oco.

The unvoicing of this consonant is parallel to that of

€. The point consonants CO, O, as, 1 are all formed

against the teeth, the fore part of the tongue not being
hollowed as in English (185), so that the French /has

a palatal effect to an English ear.
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263. a, Q, back-stop. Q'L qui, al gout. The voiceless

stops a, O, D are followed by voice-glides, there being
no escape of breath as in English (126 a); hence qui

often suggests gi to an English ear. Initial Q, ©, D are

pronounced with full vocality (126 d), which suggests

(rj) etc. to an English ear. Final voice consonants often

end in a voice-glide, as in o]*Q' hague. Even with voice-

less consonants this is sometimes the case.

r>, QJh, point-stop-teeth. O'l tout, osl doux.

264. D, D, lip-stop. D'Jenl Paris, o}i Ion.

265. l, front-nasal-voice. ]l} agneau, dIco^l Bou-

logne. Like 0) this consonant ends voicelessly, as in

>Ils vigne. In vulgar speech it is retracted nearly to

the Jh position of the English ng in sing. It is some-

times formed with imperfect stoppage, giving (OJ.

266. It, point-teeth-nasal-voice. l$i non.

267. r, lip-nasal-voice. f}i won.

268. Double consonants occur only in learned and

foreign words such as immense Iffjms.

269. Stops are joined with glides, as in Jcro acte, ex-

cept when the same consonant is repeated in two

different words, as in qIddj coupe pas.

Synthesis.

270. French synthesis is very rudimentary as regards

quantity and stress. Frenchmen are unable without

long training to distinguish vowel-quantity, stress, and

syllable -division in foreign languages.

271. In French every syllable is uttered with almost
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even stress, which is always open (159)5 s0 that such a

word as capacite is divided •a^'D'H'-'sI-O'f.

272. In French there is no such thing- as word-stress

or word-division. Sentences are cut up into syllables

without any regard to the structure of the words they

are made up of. Thus the sentence quel age a-t-il ? is

pronounced (kse \&& 5a til).

273. Although stress is nearly even, there is a distinct

tendency to weaken the stress of the last syllable of a

syllable-group, whether it consists of one or more words.

This is regularly the case when the last syllable is

uttered with a falling tone, when it is often pronounced

with breath instead of voice, as in lL DJ(
r

s}j Dtols n'y

pensons plus. So also the word-group -CDjCDfl la lune

takes the stress on the first syllable when pronounced

with a falling tone, while in le soleil cd-£-s3-cd|]<ds
it falls

not on the article but on the first syllable of soleil,

because that syllable happens to be the last but one. In

the French pronunciation of home, stveet home! as

i^P'-SdLoi-'^f we can observe the three main features of

French synthesis
—want of determinate quality, mon-

otonous syllable- division, and illogical stress.

274. Frenchmen, in fact, generally have no idea of

where they put the stress. But they have a tendency

to stress intensitive words, as in -ocj) B<n\i tres-bien, -a'[co

sfDCoIs quel supplied and often (though not always)

mark antithesis by stress, as in ce 11 est pas lui, e'est

moi, where lui and moi have an extra stress.

275. Stress in French is, as we see, greatly dependant

on intonation, which is the most important factor in
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French synthesis. French intonation goes more in leaps

than by glides, and the intervals are considerable, which

together give it a peculiarly lively character. Isolated

words are pronounced with a rise on the last syllable, as

in ClJ)D3sI
r

o[. In a sentence they keep this high tone

when emphatic. Doubt, question, etc. are expressed by
a rise, as in English, as also lively statement, a falling

tone being frequent in statements, answers, commands,

etc. High tone is often accompanied
—

though not

necessarily
— by increased stress. In French there is

a tendency to alternate high and low tone in the same

way as other languages alternate strong and weak stress,

so that a low tone in a subordinate syllable often

appears as a kind of preparation for an emphatic high
tone. Thus in the sentence vous voyez done messieurs,

que cest ainsi, the highest tone is on the first syllable of

ainsi, the lowest tone being on the one immediately

before it—e'est. The next prominent syllable before

<?est is the last of messieurs, which accordingly has a high

tone—though not so high as that on the first syllable of

ainsi. The first word in the sentence—vous—has a tone

of about the same height as the second syllable of

messieurs, from which the tone descends by short leaps

to done mes- whence it leaps up to -sieurs :

r>l
2»o3<D[ ^J* T[

r

S(T){ a{ ^s[o
r

{*sls.

Specimens.

276. Djecof >1 >ejjsC ?
x' °{. ZP s

[
e^SD 3SC Die r{

>[4e a-J-tDejuoJC. Ico co{ o3eco alejrj*. Ico [ael co >ejss(;
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o}p s] dgJdc cojmg. a()co #e [a Ico ? [a>[ dcdjs f*e ]

©fI. s]>[ >1 si 3>Jo #e Jj o[e3 s}7[ ?
3»la>[ >ls 3oj*5©(d

in xJSDji ?

277. parle vu fragsae? ag pa. sag se syst ase pur
moe faeaer kogpraagdrh. il loe pari kuramag. il ekri 1

fragsae kom sa proprh laagg. kael cecer ast il? il se

trwez oeoer e dmi. save vu si /3it ceoer on desa sone?

vule vuz ataarjdr ag en star) ?

278. Parlez-vous francais ? Un peu. J'en sais juste
assez pour me faire comprendre. II le parle couram-

ment. II ecrit le francais comme sa propre langue.
Quelle heure est-il? II est trois heures et demie.

Savez-vous si huit heures ont deja sonne ? Voulez-vous

attendre un instant ?

279. co{ fOgqI i [of oleaj5 djs pi Jf ©£ efil. Ico

[o[ s3>j$, pC s]^j< sjs sd[s(d3coId[, 3 fdv a J$ i ^
3dco[cd x*sf fr aej«© 3dIcoId[ dIg s^ea^s i^ejte sjus

folcofof }afi, ©3-5 lis }e}ss ]s[ sl>js coa>{ © ojecof ocof

°K, [ al 3>[o 3ds}gd[ efsa] coj dj*s<d}*, efsaj co]

280. Ice marki n etae purtarj pez agn om dee seni. il

etae savarj, mae savarj sag spesjalite, a mweg k og n voej

apler eg si yn graagd abilite pur saertegz uvraas saagz

ytilite okyn, dog nuz orogz ase suvag lja d parle ply
taar, e ki avaet apsorbe syska la ptresjog, syska la mono-
mani lae di daernjaerz ane d sogn aegzistaags.

281. Le marquis n'etait pourtant pas un liomme de

genie. II etait savant, mais savant sans speciality a,

moins qu'on ne veuille appeler ainsi une grande habilite
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pour certains ouvrages sans utilite aucune, dont nous

aurons assez souvent lieu de parler plus tard, et qui

avaient absorbe jusqu'a la passion, jusqu'a la monomanie,

les dix dernieres annees de son existence.

©( DGlsjTcnf.

282. o3d°dI> } el>3*e ©f ?he

H e[em[ z]ez[ si s[ >{*e

wLs[ : z{ >1 es»s>3s jiQ^c

»3s}s [ifL ©Cs &{*>*

Le}m[u a-E co[SB[ejMS

so\L efsaj* s[ oeftcoj* cigoIfj.

sjj ©1© s>1 a!o[ co] >ej»ss :

©1; r}i d[o ^ F ojecof >1 dj?

©{doa! DC3JS j$ e >1 a3-<ef»e

©£ f Oojeofcj) I*
sl^Iie

©f >3cc3-$ 1 f3 >I 3-Dsafte

s{ B[C5{ © # ©Is ]>il*e.

} ©[ol*e © fi } al eFlT

3 >co} of»e si © >e[ colcoj,

>ls J>[ >f 13-0 sJfIi :

H S >3C0}5 ^ F D3eC0[ >1 DJ?
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283.

284.

NORTH GERMAN.
Vowels.
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291.
[,
mid-front-wide. >{su /est, ue[il\ thrdne. In

many parts of North Germany long" d is narrowed to [,

but this pronunciation seems to be still felt as a pro-

vincialism.

292. !, high-back-narrow-round, alto gut.

293. 1, high-back-wide-round. silo hind.

294. }, mid-back-narrow-round. s}il sohn.

295. J, mid-back-wide-round. S^l\ sonne. } in

South Germany. The diphthong eu, du is generally J-e

with slight rounding of the second element, but often

•J-c, practically identical with the English oi.

296. f+T, mid-front-narrow with high rounding, ecfal

griin. Might be written {).
In all the German round-

vowels the rounding is a degree higher than the tongue-

position. Pure fa is heard in the Middle and South

German artificial pronunciation of long it, which gener-

ally becomes fa in Middle and South German. Even

in North German the tongue lowering
—which seems

often to be partly retraction—is less in some pronuncia-

tions than in others.

297. ft, mid-front-wide with high rounding. Z)£us7

8chiltzen. Becomes X in Middle and South German.

298. {>-, Low-front-narrow with mid rounding. Z)fyi

schon. Often wide in North German. Becomes [ in

Middle and South German.

299.
-f-r,

Low-front-wide with mid rounding. Q{o]_e

goiter. This vowel is got by over-rounding the English

vowel in man.

300. Initial vowels have the clear beginning (119 b),

as in -\zi\ 'Jcool \zo\ erne alte eiclie.
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301. Consonants.

2
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w = 3 as in quelle.

x = c, c „ ach, auch.

z = s
,, so.

3 = Z) „ courage.

303. £, aspirate, ejo hat.

304. c, back-open. ]c ach. After back-round vowels

c is rounded into c, as in jH2 auch.

305. e, back-open-voice, y between vowels is stopped
in some pronunciations (Hanover, South Germany),

open in others, especially in Middle Germany, sfyo\,

s3*e"[. The latter is considered the more correct in

ordinary conversation. Final e = y becomes c, as in

ojtc (ay, which in other pronunciations appears as u]*Q.

The Hanoverian pronunciation is o]»a"L, o]*C, which is

the easiest compromise for English people.

306. &, back-open-voice-inner. e-i[ol^ reUer. This

is a very soft, vocalic sound, which is not g-enerally

trilled. The point (0* is provincial.

307. O, front-open. Io ich.

308. 0), front-open-voice, ofyja.

309. S, 8, blade-open. >3S was
>
s}* s0 ' Initial 8 is

often formed with half voice.

310. 2), e>, blade-point-lip. >£z) Jisch, al-e]iZ)\

courage. Differ from the corresponding English sounds

in being always rounded, which allows the tongue-

position to be somewhat relaxed.

311. 3, lip-open-voice. C^col quelle. Often pro-

nounced as a weak >.

312. ~>, >, lip-teeth. >}co voll, >]s was. These sounds

are weak, and are formed with very little buzz. In
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Middle and South German > often becomes pure

lip 3.

313. CDh, point-side-voice. Cd]^ lang. All the point

consonants approximate to dentality, the point of the

tongue being- often partly on the gums, partly on the

teeth, the fore part of the tongue being more convex

than in English.

314. a, a, back-stop. Q°$F homm, QhD gut. Voice-

less stops are generally followed by a strong breath

glide (128) in North German. In Middle and South

Germany they are followed by a voice-glide
—a 1

,
etc.—

and the voice stops are pronounced in the same way, so

that the distinction between k and g, t and d, j) and b is

completely lost.

315. Oh, CJk, point-stop-outer. D'ln thin, ©! du.

316. D, D, lip-stop, colto lieb, q£i bin. The lip-

teeth stop occurs in the combination pf, as in jjfund.

317. J, back-nasal-voice, cojd lang.

318. It-, point-nasal-voice-outer, lln nun.

319. F, lip-nasal-voice. p]l viann.

Synthesis.

320. In the combination hi there is often a breath

glide between the consonants, as in Q'lU knie.

321. Final stops are always voiceless, as in lieb, Amid.

In Middle and South Germany all voiced consonants—
even r and I—are unvoiced, so that they are hardly

audible except in the glide to or from a vowel.

322. Long vowels are not shortened before voiceless

h 2
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consonants, as in English (98). Long- vowels are

shortened to half-long- or even short under weak stress.

Final consonants are always short (99).

323. Vowel-like consonants are often lengthened

before breath as well as voice stops, as in «]co»0 halt.

324. For stress see 105.

325. German intonation closely resembles English.

Specimens.

326.
:>}* -s[*sol, ->3-co"le< -r}nuiz}\n\ -osIf jcdCosdi

:f3*C0 -J30 :F"lnl 'Din, :v[*7 :fo :S}* 'r]^o\ tSd\&i]cd

-]i :®Usf -dIcoo fijje-r^al^cs ! -m]i* :f»o"|eH •Bfto]e*'j

-1id Dj'D-he-i, :DeHf*D*s[»oo(n4^ '>e$nu ! [c-i-Z)Uisu :wh

utl*e< -3c, -a-fio -fo :©Jc -ja-> ;BCe<a"|s2{n -It :w>\p\f

•coftoF •cofooX -a[n, -If -Dje^lse-^col -fId •a'|)cso'|eH
,

7

•2»[*df, -j3-> ;>bsi -£1 :®\ci\r -is[r\e^ ->[»bf, ojj-'i

••Jco^f -^fsisa^coF [lu-^mi -£1 -aj^ciXF -oja- a'l/3*'10

-fXo -o]*un.

327. :oo 'z^stu, "folar 'moontnfain ! -tsum ;letstn

:maal -auf :maina "pain, :deen :ic :zoo 'manga -mitarnaxt

-an :diizm -pult heranga:vaxt ! "dann :yybar 'byycarn

-unt pa-piir, :trvyp
-

zeeljar 'froynt! erjiinst :duu :miir.

*ax, -koent -ic :dox -auf ;bergashaan -in :dainam -liibm

•licta 'geen, -urn 'bergashaala -mit 'gaistarn 'Jveebm, -auf

;viizn -in rdainam -demar 'veebm, -fon 'alam ;visnskvalm

ent*laadn -in 'dainam *tau ga-zunt -mic. 'baadn.

328. O sahst du, voller mondenschein ! zum letzten-

mal auf meine pein, den ich so manche mitternacht an

diesem pult herangewacht ! dann tiber biichern und

papier, triibsel'ger freund ! erschienst du mir. Ach !
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konnt' Ich doch auf bergesboh'n in deinem lieben liehte

gehn, urn bergeshohle mit geistern schweben, auf wiesen

in deinem dammer weben, von allem wissensqualm

entladen, in deinem tb.au gesund mich baden !

329. -\zi -Xcsfd]*1
*05!* -J3"^ -fe<eno -\zi\r -dJ+icJo

•sCosot -sfo -ee^®! -£i dI^gIj -Jcos -Dco-f-oscofc -jaop

o[-e$i -o^fJto ;F\t\e<, ;f\z[c< -Z)e<U. ij-ofte-icofo

-z)d[qui -i -qjIdstd 'r]fi\c* -b&\ 'a{D>T. -jjs -a"|i

•>0
r

7so'|te^, :1f -osl -s^i ->Js ;co}+s ->3*^. -id\g*
m

zye*y[e<

-cof*s -©|7 -oslic ;eibfo Dj
-sfeV|7 J

-Ito -a3*o -©J'7 -®1p

•co[oso7 -©"[en £le-rj3-sala"|e< -i\ -e^*acoe^oo"L -Jfe-c^ca^.

•of*s]^ ->3^ iJ-of+eMCoIo :s[^ :>[»
rjfo "[evoja-a -ftoleH

-oftsl DV>GHl*ajI(Dld -s^nlen
,r
j3-ea^*e^L -1TO :23°1

-ifoos •'j,ccofo"|e-i'|s -osl -oln -3cos -sfo -j&> -©le<

•T^OSDT 2)03DSf-}*
r
7 -q\cf Z)0]us£-}nS:->}iC^)D[*\€i

-OSl DVe)>
[*
€4 r5 - ^fis]^ :2{»€hD\ -Ul 'Gnl+fo •]

r
!,

-Ito •rse^col :2)cof4soofo :'-£'|;
cs

r
F -sf -m[i -fyenooofo

•pl.cle-'?' '"*[,' :s^cu\ -v\c* -jTOe/l •ajis Tro-e^sclo,
'

-©3s -fs(o) -\s -d>3 -aen]*©!, -fo -fi^csf -ifoo -Ic^co

'fVL^* -Ito :>[*e<a>\ -q}u -r^cs -ofen -^cool^ TV|e<
GV}*eolco° !

'

*-S}* :fl[*0 -Sf -©f :s3c\ -0)3 -J3-G ^fODS

-jjc ->3*eV :s3*col -®\€i 'ftw&Xi -t-1D -Q^d ol'^foo
03-7 -©Jtt.
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330.

LATIN SOUNDS.

Vowels.
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r = Of as in rarus.

rh = Of „ rhetor.

s = S „ sic.

t = D> „ tu.

th = r>° „ theatrum.

v = s „ vivus.

x = QS „ axis.

z = OS „ zelus.

Final m was assimilated in place to a following nasal

or 6top :

cum nobis = all T^oI^S,

tarn magnus = o]f F"3
arj^s

'

cum quattuor
= aid a&sJJool-J-Ol,

decern dies = O^aO
1! of[»S,

turn pater = oIf DJoJJof ;

was assimilated to r and I :

cum regibus = alof o$[*afDls,

tarn levis = ojco cofsls,

while before k, j, v, s, f it represented a nasalization of

the preceding vowel—perhaps accompanied by lengthen-

ing :

cumjudice = al$ ol*ofa[,

cum virtute = alf sfofoliof,

cum silentio = all sIcd^o!}*,

cum falcibus = alf ;>3coafDls.

So also before a pause, or before a vowel (or vowel

preceded by h), where the vowel was slurred in metre :

caput magnum = ajolo rjjailf,

magnum opus =
! f"

1 ' '

lals.
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The m of com-, etc. in composition was treated in the

same way, as in concremdre, consistere = aj|-.dCK0$j)"F]*(0i[,

a}isIsDC»*C-

The voiceless stops were followed by a voice-glide, as

in French and Italian : capita = -crjD'fO']. Voice-stops

had full voice initially, as in French.

Specimen.

as}*-lsasC -o]iw[i 3d-1#dC©C, Q]u£-aUi], dJoI-CtoI]*

-jJsd©3*? •asj-joll* -[OI3J ->M<i> -IscC -oils -j}«

[•oolwjjjp? -asO 3© <>bity -s[«s[« 0>[nJ»oJ

<o3a-D3#Dla 3i-©3*af3 ? •iIkd'jC -o[* ija-olttnlj

d<i>3c-sI©I1j dJ-bJkjI*, -jI«b -tools sI-qIwIJc, "Jlteo

•oIf}© -dJdIcoI*, "jI»cd aj-d-atosls dJ-'jJmIj -JftHj,

•jImd -fil*a fI^JVoIssIfIs fijo^ol* sC-ijjrobs -cojals,

•il+co -cjwlb *}»©3 slco-ol»sasC f3--3[«i>1to ? d3"o[*o>C

•d!3 ajrsfwfj "j}n -s^ols ? a}rsoa>I*ao3* -©3$

•JftTIs -fi}»©li a3-<saf-[;TOX3* d[-i[*o>I* ajiml^of-jnjjj

ol]i -i}n -sIo[#s ? -asl© -DwJ-asfFj*, 'as>f®

sIdC^I'J^E "tfaoC [aCwfs, -Id! ->l|>fs, -cra}»s

aJjs3--a3tsC©Is, asfo -ajj-jslal* -a^oOfs
—

•asC'T

•i3-sd(i)1j I*en3r©3»©C 3(i)DrDci)3»(ofs? •} -oCfd-KI ! •}

•f}m>[*s ! s^-^ols -ffjca ItdCcdojIqId ; -c^slco -o£xd{p ;

•cl*a -dJfCt -shsfo. -sftalb? -Lff$ -s[*©3-* J>*

s^-^ol* -o^fo ;
->fo -DlDCDfalt -ajisfcof* -DjcDofaCos ;

•ijojo [o ©[rsftenjo -JalcoI»s 3© -Q]m[i Info -asGdasC

"tfso©fo. -7}*s 3idC$, -sr©!* ->J©o[*s, sJoIs->3a|;©C

©[{•DlDwIaJc gIo^f!©, -si* Isolds :>!•©}©[> 3a

•o[»o>3 oI»-o[Vls. 30 tJ©oCi *d[» a]of-alnj -©l*al«
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•(Dlssl* 'ajjslcols -mjF -DcoIraCj JdJo>-d[»d3o ;
Ii 'o[*

a}so(>a>I> -dCsdC) -Iso]*, -asji xftf fi -tys -Jfi^s

•(dJioII* F3aoI^3#©Isl

Qvousqve tandem abutere, Catilina, patientia nostra ?

Qvandiu etiam furor iste tuus nos eludet? Qvem ad

nnem sese effrenata jactabit audaeia? Nilne te noc-

turnum praesidium palati, nil urbis vigiliae, nil timor

populi, nil concursus bonorum omnium, nil hie muni-

tissimus habendi senatus locus, nil horum ora vultusque

moverunt? Patere tua consilia non sentis? Constric-

tam jam omnium horum conscientia teneri conjuratio-

nem tuam non vides? Qvid proxima, qvid superiore

nocte eg-eris, ubi fueris, qvos convocaveris, quid consili

ceperis
—qvem nostrum ignorare arbitraris ? O tempora !

O mores ! Senatus haec intelligit ;
consul videt

;
hie

tamen vivit. Vivit ? Immo vero in senatum venit ;

fit publici consili particeps ;
notat et designat oculis ad

caedem unum qvenqve nostrum. Nos autem, viri fortes,

satisfacere reipublicae videmur, si istius furorem ac tela

vitemus. Ad mortem te Catilina duci jussu consulis

jam pridem oportebat ;
in te conferri pestem istam,

qvam tu in nos omnes jamdiu machinaris !
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GREEK.
Vowels.



io8 GREEK.

eu =
[}• as in euxandmen.

i





no GREEK.

oil] -ihi -a]! -Dosf^s [to°[*[>o[, -[ xo -]m -[ci°1»sIt

JiI^oJJ-is, -d1*d1»s t[i Ji-dI+s -a]o° [3i-ol»s [asJ*co[»s

a]i d©i3-'3-»cd[»s -[d -q[»c a]! o«3'co3w|>£ d}x'C»s3d[»

v[rrUi •©[ -ojis coj-rojis -o[n o3
,a°i

,

so(>
,

j JoJco^-a^T

•o-J-n [DC»(DfDC»T[rrJ»i d°Jdj|-« -bj}o[ -a]! s}*o|>-<i>iI3n

3sd<»3-ooC*.

Me det', 6 pantes theoi, medeis taiith' umon epineu-

seien, alia malista men kai toutois beltio tina noun kai

phrenas entheiete, ei d' ar' ekhousin aniatos, toutous

men autous kath' eautoils exSleis kai prooleis en gei kai

thalattei poiesate, hemin de tois loipois ten takhisten

apallagen ton epertemenon phob5n dote kai soterian

asphale.
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\ vowel 50-

l etc. glide-1 etc. \\$.

xt long 97.

x* half-long- (medium) 97.

xt short 97.

xil open modifier 69 a.

spreader 41.

x= level force 103.

x clear vowel-glide 119b,

121 b.

x 1

voice-glide 125.

x: voice modifier 26, 66.

"x level tone 162.

-x weak stress 108.

'x rising tone 162.

'x falling tone 162.

*x rising voice-leap 162.

high key 169.

••x falling voice-leap 162.

low key 169.

x-i retracter, inner modifier

37> 73-

x»- advancer, outer modifier

37, 73-

xt-K interdental modifier 75.

xa raiser 37.

x-r lowerer 37.

x+x link 72, J 6.

x* general modifier.

x< increasing force 103.

x> diminishing force 103.

xa tenseness 70.

xv looseness 70.

x< in-breather 16, 89.

x« click modifier 90.

x> out-breather 16, 89.
v
x compound rising tone

162.
A
x compound falling tone

162.

"x weak stress 108.

Ax open stress 159-

xi wide modifier 43, 66.

x; narrow modifier 43, 66.

xj nasality modifier 43, 69 d.

51 uvula stop consonant 78.

J consonant 79.

d „ in sing 79.

L n 79-

L „ =Ital. gn 79.

"5 » 79-

1 „ —n 79.

r ,, 79-

F „ =m 79.

xj trill modifier 69c
o breath 25. basis for

group-modifiers 100,113,

172, 183.

x° aspirate 120, 129.

2 vowel-aspirate 120.
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I. Selected Homilies ofjElfric. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is.

II. Extractsjrom Alfred's Orosius. [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, 2s.

First Middle English Primer, with Grammar and Glossary.
Second Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Second Middle English Primer. Extracts from Chancer, with
Grammar and Glossary [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

——— A Primer ofSpoken English. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

A Primer of Phonetics. . . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3 s. 6d.

A Manual of Current Shorthand, Orthographic and Phonetic.

[Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Tancock. An Elementary English Grammar and Exercise Book.
By O. W. Tancock, M.A. Third Edition, . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower Forms
in Classical Schools. By O. W. Tancock, M.A. Fourth Edition. [3J. 6d.



English literature.

A SERIES OF ENGLISH CLASSICS.

(chronologically arranged.)

Chancer. I. The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. {School Edition.}
Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is .

- II. The Prologue; The Knightes Tale; The Nonne Prestes

Tale. Edited by R. Morris, LL.D. A New Edition, with Collations and
Additional Notes, by W. W. Skeat, LittD. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

III. The Prioresses Tale; Sir Thopas ; The Monkes Tale;
The Clerkes Tale ; The Squieres Tale, tfC Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

Sixth Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

IV. The Tale of the Man of Lawe ; The Pardoneres Tale ;

The Second Nonnes Tale; The Chanowts Yemannes Tale. By the same
Editor. New Edition, Revised. .... [Extra fcap. 8vo, 41. 6d.

—— V. Minor Poems. By the same Editor. [Crown 8vo, 10s.6d.

— VI. The Legend of Good Women. By the same Editor.

[Crown 8vo, 6s.

VII. The Hous of Eame. By the same Editor. [Crown 8vo, 2s.

Ziangland, The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman,
by William Langland. Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Sixth Edition.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Gamelyn, The Tale of. Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is. 6d.

Wyoliffe. The New Testament in English, according to the Version

by John Wycliffe, about a.d. 1380, and Revised by John Purvey, about

a.d. 1388. With Introduction and Glossary by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

« — The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the

Song of Solomon: according to the WyclifEte Version made by Nicholas de

Hereford, about a.d. 1381, and Revised by John Purvey, about a.d. 1388.

With Introduction and Glossary by W.W.SKEAT.Litt.D. [Extrafcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Minot. The Poems of Laurence Minot. Edited, with Introduction

and Notes, by Joseph Hall, M.A. Second Edition. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Spenser. The Faery Queene. Books I and II. Edited by G. W.
Kitchin, D.D., with Glossary by A. L. Mayhew, M.A.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. each.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book I. Edited by R. W. Church,
M.A., late Dean of St. Paul's [Extrafcap. 8vo, 2s.

Marlowe and Greene. Marlowe's Tragical History ofDr. Faustus,
and Greene's Honourable History of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
Edited by A.W.Ward, Litt.D. New and Enlarged Edition. [Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Marlowe. Edward II. Edited by O. W. Tancock, M.A. Second

Edition. . . . . [Extra fcap. 8vo. Paper cozrrs, 2S.; cloth, 3r.



CLARENDON PRESS SERIES,

Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. G. Clark, M.A., and
W. Aldis Wright, D.C.L [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers.
The Merchant of Venice, is. Macbeth, is. td.
Richard the Second, is. td. Hamlet, as.

Edited by W. Aldis Wright, D.C.L.
The Tempest, is. 6d. Coriolanus. is. 6d.
As you Like It. is. (>d. Richard the Third, as. td,
A Midsummer Night's Dream, is. td. Henry the Fifth, as.

Twelfth Night, is. td. King John. is. 6d.

Julius Caesar, as. King Lear. is. td.

Henry the Eighth, as. Much Ado About Nothing, is.td.
Henry the Fourth, Part I. is.

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist; a popular Illustration of the
Principles 0/Scientific Criticism. By R. G. Moulton, M.A. [Cr. 8vo, 7$. td.

Bacon. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis Wright,
D.C.L. Third Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, t,s. td.

The Essays. Edited, with Introduction and Illustrative Notes,
by S. H. Reynolds, M.A [Demy 8vo, half-bound, 12s. td.

Milton. I. Areopagilica. With Introduction and Notes. By John
W. Hales, M.A. New Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

II. Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne, M.A. In two
Volumes. New Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, ts. td.

Sold separately, Vol. I. 45., Vol. II. 3$.
In paper covers, Lycidas, 3d. Comus, td.

By Oliver Elton, B.A.

Lycidas, td. L'Allegro, $d. II Penseroso, t,d, Comus, is,

- III. Paradise Lost. Book I. Edited with Notes, by H. C.
Beeching, M.A. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. td. In Parchment, 3s. td.

IV. Paradise Lost. Book II. Edited by E. K. Chambers,
B.A. . , . [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. td. Books I and II together, as. td.

V. Samson Agonistes. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by John Chuhton Collins, M.A. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is.

Milton's Prosody. By Robert Bridges. [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Bunyan. I. The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace Abounding. Relation of
the Imprisonment of Mr.John Bunyan. Edited by E. Venables, M.A.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 35. td. In Parchment, 4*. td.

II. TheHoly War, and the Heavenly Footman. Edited by Mabel
Peacock [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. td.

Clarendon. I. History of the Rebellion. Book VI. Edited, with Intro-
duction and Notes, by T. Arnold, M.A. Second Edition. [Crown 8vo, 5*,

II. Selections. Edited by G. Boyle, M.A., Dean of Salisbury
[Crown 8vo, 7s. td.

Dryden. Select Poems. {Stanzas on the Death of Oliver Cromwell ;
Astra-a Redux; Annus Mirabicis; Absalom and Achitopliel ; Reli^io Laid'
The Hind and the Panther. ) Edited by W. D. Christie, M.A. Fifth Edition'
Revised by C. H. Firth, M.A [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. td.

Essay of Dramatic Poesy. Edited, with Notes, by T.Arnold
M.A. Second Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. td'.

Locke. Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Introduction
Notes, &c, by T. Fowler, D.D. Third Edition. . [Extra fcap. 8vo, as. td'.



ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Addison. Selectionsfrom Papers in the '

Spectator.' ByT. Arnold,
M.A. Sixteenth Thousand. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Steele. Selections from the Tatler, Spectator, and Guardian. By
Austin Dobson. Second Edition [Crown 8vo, 7$. 6d.

Swift. Selections from his Works. Edited, with Life, Introductions,
and Notes, by Sir Henry Craik, K.C.B. Two Vols.

[Crown 8vo, cloth extra, price 15$.

Each volume may be had separately,price js. 6d.

Pope. I. Essay on Man. Edited by Mark Pattison, B.D. Sixth
Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.—— II. Satires and Epistles. By the same Editor. Fourth Edition.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Thomson. The Seasons, and The Castle of Indolence. Edited by
J. Logie Robertson, M.A [Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Castle of Indolence. By the same Editor. [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Berkeley. Selections. With Introduction and Notes. By A. C.Fraser,
LL.D. Fourth Edition [Crown 8vo, 8s.6d.

Johnson. I. Rasselas. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, limp, 2s. ; Bevelled boards, is.6d.; in Parchment, 4*.6d.

II. Rasselas; Lives of Dryden and Pope. Edited by
Alfred Milnes, M.A [Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Lives ofDryden and Pope. . . [Stiff covers, 2s. 6d.

III. Life of Milton. Edited, with Notes, &c, by C. H.
Firth, M.A. . . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

IV. Vanity of Human Wishes. With Notes, by E. J.

Payne, M.A [Paper covers, +d.

Gray. Selected Poems . Edited by Edmund Gosse, M.A.
[In Parchment, 3s.

The same, together with Supplementary Notes for Schools. By
Foster Watson, M.A. . [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is. td.

Elegy, and Ode on Eton College. . . . [Paper covers, 2d.

Goldsmith . Selected Poems. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
Austin Dobson. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d. In Parchment, 4s. 6d.

The Traveller. Edited by G. B. Hill, D.C.L. [Stiffcovers, is.

The Deserted Village [Paper covers 2d.

Oowper. I. The Didactic Poems of 1782, with Selections from the

Minor Pieces, a.d. 1779-1783. Edited by H. T. Griffith, B.A.
[Extra fcap. 8vo,3s.

II. The Task, with Tirocinium, and Selections from the

Minor Poems, a.d. 1784-1799. By the same Editor. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Burke. I. Thoughts on the Present Discontents ; the two Speeches on

America. Edited by E. J. Payne, M.A. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. td.

II. Reflections on the French Revolution. By the same

Editor. Second Edition [Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s.

III. Four Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the

Regicide Directory of France. By the same Editor. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.



CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.

Burns. Selected Poems. Edited by J. Logik Robertson, M.A.
[Crown 8vo, 6*.

Keats. The Odes of Keats. With Notes and Analyses and a Memoir,
by Arthur C. Downer, M.A. With Four Illustrations.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 3$. id. net.

Hyperion, Book I. With Notes, by W. T. Arnold, B.A. *d.

Byron. ChildeHarold. With Introduction and Notes, by H. F.Tozer,
M.A. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. id. In Parchment, 5s.

Shelley. Adonais. With Introduction and Notes. By W. M.
Rossetti [Crown 8vo, 51.

Scott. Lady of the Lake. Edited, with Preface and Notes, by
W. Minto, M.A. With Map. .... [Extra fcap. 8vo, 35. 6d.

Lay of the Last Minstrel. Edited by W. Minto, M.A. With
Map [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is. 6d.

Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canto I, with
Preface and Notes, by W. Minto, M.A [Paper covers, 6d.

Lord of the Isles. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
'Thomas Bavne. . . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, 2 s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Marmion. By the same Editor. . [Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

The Talisman. Edited
;
with Introduction, Notes &c, by H. B.

George, M.A [Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, 2s.

Campbell. Gertrude of Wyoming. Edited, withlntroduction and Notes,
by H. Macaulay FitzGibbon, M.A. Second Edition. [Extra fcap. 8vo, is.

Wordsworth. The White Doe of Rylstone. Edited by William
Knight, LL.D., University of St. Andrews. . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. id.

Typical Selections from the best English Writers. Second Edition.
In Two Volumes. . [Extra fcap. 8vo, y. id. each.

GEOGRAPHY, &c.

Greswell. History of the Dominion of Canada. By W. Parr
Greswell, M.A. [Crown 8vo, js. id.

Geography of the Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland. By
the same Author [Crown 8vo, 6s.

Geography of Africa South of the Zambesi. By the same
Author [Crown 8vo, 7s. id.

Hughes (Alfred). Geographyfor Schools. Parti, Practical Geography.
With Diagrams [Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. id.

Lucas. Historical Geography ofthe British Colonies. By C. P. Lucas,
B.A.
Introduction. With Eight Maps [Crown 8vo, 4$. id.

Vol. I. The Mediterranean and Eastern Colonies (exclusive 0/India). With
Eleven Maps. [5.5.

Vol. II. The West Indian Colonies. With Twelve Maps. . . [js.id.

Vol. III. West Africa. With Five Maps [ 7s. id.

Vol. IV. South and East Africa. Historical and Geographical. With
Eleven Maps [9$. id.

Also Vol. IV in two Parts-
Part I. Historical, is. id. Part II. Geographical. 3s. id.



MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
Aldis. A Text Book ofAlgebra {with Answers to the Examples}. By

W. Steadman Aldis, M.A [Crown 8vo, 7s. td.

Bintage. An Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Electricity
and Magnetism. By W. T. A. Emtage, M.A. . . [Crown 8vo, 7*. td.

Finn. The 'x

Junior' Euclid. Books I and II. [Crown Svo, is. 6d.

*»* Books III and IV. In Preparation.

Fisher. Class-Book of Chemistry. By W. W. Fisher, M.A., F.C.S.
Fourth Edition [Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Fock. An Introduction to Chemical Crystallography. By Andreas
Fock, Ph.D. Translated and Edited by W. J. Pope. With a Preface by
N. Story-Maskelyne, M.A., F.R.S [Crown 8vo, 5$.

Hamilton and Ball. Book-keeping. By Sir R. G. C. Hamilton,
K.C.B., and John Ball. New and Enlarged Edition. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 2$.

*«* Ruled Exercise Books adapted to the above may be had, price is. 6d. ;

also, adapted to the Preliminary Course only, price $d.

Harcovtrt and Madan. Exercises in Practical Chemistry. By A. G.
Vernon Harcourt, M.A., and H. G. Madan, M.A. Fifth Edition.
Revised by H. G. Madan, M.A [Crown 8vo, 10$. td.

Hensley; Figures made Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. By Lewis
Hensley, M.A [Crown 8vo, td. Answers, is.

- The Scholar's Arithmetic. By the same Author.
[Crown 8vo, 2s. td. Answers, is. td.

— The Scholar's Algebra. An Introductory work on Algebra.
By the same Author. [Crown 8vo, 2s. td.

Johnston. An Elementary Treatise on Analytical Geometiy. By
W. J. Johnston, M.A. Crown 8vo, ts.

Minohin. Geometryfor Beginners. An easy Introduction to Geometry
for Young Learners. By G. M. Minchin, M.A., F.R.S. [Extra fcap. 8vo, is. td.

Nixon. Euclid Revised. Containing the essentials of the Elements of
Plane Geometry as given by Euclid in his First Six Books. Edited by R. C. J.

Nixon, M.A. Third Edition [Crown 8vo, ts.

*#* May likewise be had in parts as follows—
Book I, is. Books I, II, is. td. Books I-IV, 3s. Books V, VI, 3*. 6d.

Geometry in Space. Containing parts of Euclid's Eleventh
and Twelfth Books. By the same Author. . . . [Crown 8vo, 3s. td.

Elementary Plane Trigonometry ; that is, Plane Trigonometry
without Imaginaries. By the same Author. . . . [Crown 8vo, 7s. td.

Russell. AnElemcniary Treatise on Pure Geometry. By J.Wellesley
Russell, M.A. . [Crown 8vo, 10s. td.

Selby. Elementary Mechanics of Solids and Fluids. By A. L. Seley,
M.A [Crown 8vo, js. td.

Williamson. Chemistry for Students. By A. W. Williamson,
Phil. Doc, F.R.S [Extra fcap. Svo, Ss. td.

Woollcombe. Practical Work in General Physics. By W. G. Wooll-
combe, M.A., B.Sc [Crown 8vo, 2s.

Practical Work in Heat. By the same Author. [Crown 8vo, 2s.

Practical Work in Light and Sound. By the same Author.

[Crown 8vo, 2s.

Practical Work in Electricity and Magnetism. By the same
Author. [Crown Svo, 2s.



CLARENDON PRESS SERIES.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cooksou. Essays on Secondary Education. By Various Contributors.

Edited by Christopher Cookson, M.A. . [Crown 8vo, paper boards, 4s. 6d.

Balfour. The Educational Systems of Great Britain and Ireland. By
Graham Balfour, M.A. [Crown 8vo, 7.?. 6d.

Buckmaster. Elementary Architecturefor Schools, Art Students, and
General Readers. By Martin A. Buckmaster. With thirty-eight full-page
Illustrations. [Crown 8vo, 4.9. 6d.

Fowler. The Elements of Deductive and Inductive Logic. By T.
Fowler, D.D [Extra fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Also, separately
—

The Elements of Deductive Logic, designed mainly for the use of
Junior Students in the Universities. With a Collection of Examples.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, 3,5. 6d.

The Elements of Inductive Logic, designed mainly for the use of
Students in the Universities. Sixth Edition. . . . [Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Music.—rarmer. Hymns and Chorales for Schools and Colleges.
Edited by John Farmer, Organist of Balliol College, Oxford . . [51.

$y Hymns without the Tunes, 2s.

Hullah. The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By John Hullah.
[Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Maclaren. A System ofPhysical Education: Theoretical and Prac-
tical. By Archibald Maclaren. New Edition, re-edited and enlarged by
Wallace Maclaren, M. A., Ph.D [Crown 8vo, %s.6d. net.

Eroutfbeck and Dale. A Music Primer for Schools. By J. Trout-
beck, D.D., and R. F. Dalb, M.A., B.Mus. . . . [Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

Tyrwhitt. Handbook of Pictorial Art. With Illustrations, and
a chapter on Perspective by A. Macdonald. By R, St. J. Tyrwhitt, M.A.
Second Edition [8vo, half-morocco, 18s.

Upcott. An Introduction to Greek Sculpture. By L. E. Upcott,
M.A . [Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Helps to the Study of the Bible, taken from the Oxford Biblefor
Teachers. New, Enlarged and Illustrated Edition. Pearl i6mo, stiff covers,
is. net. Large Paper Edition, Long Primer 8vo, cloth boards, 5$.

Helps to the Study of the Book of Common Prayer. Being a

Companion to Church Worship. By W. R. W. Stephens, B.D. [Crown 8vo, 2s.

The Parallel Psalter, being the Prayer-Book Version of the Psalms,
and a new Version arranged on opposite pages. With an Introduction and
Glossaries by the Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D., Litt.D. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Old Testament History for Schools. By T. H. Stokoe, D.D.
Part. I. From the Creation to the Settlement in Palestine. (Second Edition.)
Part II. From the Settlement to the Disruption of the Kingdom.
Part III. From the Disruption to the Return from Captivity. Completing the

work. [Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. each Part.

Notes on the Gospel of St. Luke, for Junior Classes. By E. J.
Moore Smith, Lady Principal of the Ladies' College, Durban, Natal.

[Extra fcap. 8vo, stiffcovers, is. 6d.
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